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SUMMARY
Helicopters and tilt-rotor aircraft exhibit complex aerodynamic phenomena resulting
from an unsteady, vortical wake generated by the rotating blades. The complex nature
of the rotor wake makes it difficult to obtain accurate predictions of the flow with the
traditional forms of analysis. Since the vehicle aerodynamics have a direct influence on
performance, handling, and the loads on the structure, the inability to obtain accurate
airloads can potentially affect the design of the entire system. This ultimately leads to
increased life-cycle costs to own and operate the vehicle.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) provides the helicopter designer with a powerful
tool for identifying problematic aerodynamics. Through the use of CFD, design concepts
can be analyzed in a virtual wind tunnel long before a physical model is ever created.
Traditional CFD analysis tends to be a time consuming process, where much of the effort
is spent generating a high quality computational grid. Recent increases in computing
power and memory have created renewed interest in alternative grid schemes such as
unstructured grids, which facilitate rapid grid generation by relaxing restrictions on grid
structure.
Three rotor models have been incorporated into a popular fixed-wing unstructured
CFD solver to increase its capability and facilitate availability to the rotorcraft community.
The benefit of unstructured grid methods is demonstrated through rapid generation of
high fidelity configuration models. The simplest rotor model is the steady state actuator
disk approximation. By transforming the unsteady rotor problem into a steady state one,
the actuator disk can provide rapid predictions of performance parameters such as lift and
drag.
The actuator blade and overset blade models provide a depiction of the unsteady rotor
wake, but incur a larger computational cost than the actuator disk. The actuator blade
model is convenient when the unsteady aerodynamic behavior needs to be investigated,
xvi
but the computational cost of the overset approach is too large. The overset or chimera
method allows the blades loads to be computed from first principles and therefore provides
the most accurate prediction of the rotor wake for the models investigated. The physics
of the flow fields generated by these models for rotor / fuselage interactions are explored,





Helicopters have come a long way since the first ones flew in the early twentieth century.
Modern designs are capable of flying significantly higher and faster than their predecessors.
Much of this progress can be directly attributed to better analysis techniques, which allow
designers to make more informed decisions. In light of the advances made thus far, next
generation helicopters and tilt-rotors will be expected to have even greater demands for
improved performance and reduced operational costs. To satisfy this demand, improved
analysis techniques will need to be available to the designer.
The difficulty with traditional analysis techniques is that the complex nature of the rotor
wake typically violates at least one of the aerodynamic assumptions governing the use of
such tools. Kunz [1] concludes that the weakest aspect of the current analysis capability
is in the aerodynamic predictions. Therefore, the probability of failing to predict some
type of critical aerodynamic behavior is high for traditional analysis models. Unexpected
aerodynamic behavior is typically detrimental and can affect the aircraft in a variety of
ways, including:
• Performance: Poor aerodynamics reduces the aircraft’s ability to accomplish its mis-
sion.
• Handling: Poor aerodynamics can also lead to reduced control system effectiveness,
degrading the stability characteristics of the aircraft.
• Vibration: The periodic aerodynamic loading can lead to structural vibrations and
can be a source of annoyance to the pilot. reducing his/her endurance.
• Maintenance: Unexpected aerodynamic loading can lead to increased fatigue on
components forcing them to require more frequent repair.
1
• Noise: A variety of aerodynamic interactions can increase the noise generated by the
aircraft during operation.
All of these items lead to an increase in the cost to own and operate the vehicle. Occa-
sionally, a problem becomes significant enough that the engineers are forced to redesign
components, which also has significant associated costs.
The airloads prediction problem stems from the fact that the rotating blades generate
a complex, unsteady wake dominated by vortical structures. Figure 1 shows a typical
wake structure generated over a simple fuselage in forward flight. The rotating blades
shed a vortex sheet over the length of the blade and a strong tip vortex at the blade tip.
These vortex elements propagate downstream and interact with the rotating blades, the
fuselage, and previously shed vorticity. The interactions between the blade and vortex
have a significant impact on the airloads and noise generated by a rotor. The predominant
vortex to vortex interaction is the rolling up of the blade tip vortices into a concentrated
vortex on both sides of the configuration. The natural asymmetry of the flow is apparent
when comparing the advancing and retreating tip vortex roll up. All of these interactions
need to be adequately modeled in an aerodynamic analysis to obtain useful engineering
information for design.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has the potential to provide the helicopter de-
signer with an analysis tool capable of evaluating complex rotary wing aerodynamics. In
a recent review of CFD techniques, Strawn, Cardonna, and Duque [2] concluded that the
ability to perform routine computations on full helicopter configurations is rapidly ap-
proaching. Despite the advances in CFD modeling, the industry has been slow to adopt
the use of such models for vehicle design. One of the primary difficulties encountered with
current CFD techniques is the large amount of time it takes to set up the computational
grid for a configuration. If multiple designs need to be evaluated the use of these CFD
techniques can become prohibitively expensive. However, recent increases in computing
power and memory have created renewed interest in alternative grid schemes such as
unstructured grids, which facilitate rapid grid generation by relaxing restrictions on grid
structure. The advancement of an unstructured method for use in rotary wing analysis is
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Figure 1: Vortex wake structure over a simple model in forward flight.
described in the present work.
1.2 Literature Review
Much of the literature pertaining to helicopter aerodynamics is concerned with the
prediction of the main rotor forces and induced velocities. A thorough overview of the
early research and analysis techniques can be found in books by Johnson [3], Prouty [4],
Leishman [5], and Stepniewski & Keys [6]. The current review focuses primarily on rotor
/ airframe interactions. However, some of the more novel techniques for predicting main
rotor aerodynamics will also be examined, since these methods hold promise for application
to complete configurations.
1.2.1 Experimental Investigations
Initial investigations into the nature of rotor airframe interactions were conducted
primarily by experimentation. At NASA Langley Research Center, Wilson and Mineck
[7, 8] conducted a study of three helicopter fuselage models representative of attack, utility,
and scout models. This study observed that the rotor wake increases the fuselage yawing
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Figure 2: Aerodynamic interactions for a typical helicopter. Adapted from Sheridan and
Smith [10]
moment for large sideslip angles, causing increased tail rotor anti-torque requirements. In
another series of tests Freeman and Mineck [9] measured the fuselage surface pressures
on a generic helicopter configuration for a variety of flight conditions. This latter study
was presented without analysis and served primarily as a database for validating analysis
methods.
One of the first detailed investigations into the nature of helicopter interactions was
conducted by Sheridan and Smith [10] during the Boeing Vertol UTTAS development
program. The authors coined the phrase “Interactional Aerodynamics” to describe the
complex aerodynamic interactions that occur when various components of the design
are placed in close proximity. Figure 2 shows a depiction of many of the interactions
identified during this study. It is important to solve the aerodynamics accurately for each
of the components in 2 if an analysis of the entire vehicle is needed. Thus, to solve the
interactional aerodynamics problem Sheridan and Smith stressed a need for improved
analysis techniques that includes all of these components.
To achieve the goal of understanding and quantifying these interactional aerodynam-
ics, a number of experiments have been performed. A series of rotor / airframe interac-
tion experiments were conducted at the Georgia Institute of Technology (GIT) [11]-[18]
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to enhance the understanding of interactional aerodynamic phenomena and provide an
extensive database for code validation. Previous experimental studies focused on testing
realistic helicopter shapes, but the GIT researchers reasoned that this only adds complexity
to an already difficult problem. To simplify the fuselage geometry a simple cylindrical
body with a hemispherical nose was analyzed. The work conducted by Brand focused
primarily on the fuselage surface pressures while Liou’s research concentrated on the rotor
wake visualization.
Researchers at NASA Langley returned to the rotor airframe interaction problem by
studying the rotor wake in the vicinity of the ROtor Body INteraction (ROBIN) model used
by Freeman and Mineck [9]. This led to a series of reports detailing the inflow at various
advance ratios for a set of rectangular [19]-[27] and tapered [28, 29] blades. Ghee and Elliott
[30] used the ROBIN model to study the tip vortex trajectory. They noted an increased
downwash and observed a tighter vortex rollup on the advancing side. More recently,
another experiment was conducted by Mineck and Althoff-Gorton [31] using the ROBIN
model to obtain unsteady surface pressures. They observed that the influence of the rotor
wake on the steady surface pressures is greater at lower advance ratios and that the blade
passage effect is greatest over the nose and tail boom of the model.
The aerodynamic interaction between the main rotor and the fuselage has also been
investigated at the University of Maryland [32]-[34]. They identified four mechanisms for
the unsteady surface pressures.
• Blade passage
• Close wake interactions with the body
• Wake impingement on the body
• Post wake impingement
The first two items were identified as inviscid flow phenomena and the latter two were
identified as viscous phenomena.
ONERA has also performed a variety of rotor / airframe interaction studies [35]-[37] on
a 1/7.7 scale model of the Eurocopter Dauphin helicopter. These tests focus on studying
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the rotor wake effects on a real helicopter and providing a database for code validation
on a complex configuration. This model allows analysis methods to be validated on a
configuration more relevant to the rotary wing community.
1.2.2 Potential Methods
One of the first attempts to account for the interaction between the main rotor and fuse-
lage is given in Landgrebe [38]. In this approach a comprehensive rotor code was coupled
with a fuselage panel method to study the interaction between the two components. This
study showed that the fuselage upwash alters the rotor inflow, causing an increase in the
effective angle of attack of the blades.
Clark and Maskew [39, 40] developed a method for coupling a traditional fuselage
panel method with a blade element representation for the rotor. In this method the rotor
and fuselage singularity strengths were computed simultaneously. The rotor wake was
then allowed to deform in response to the fuselage presence and changes in the rotor wake
loading.
A source panel fuselage method was coupled with a lifting line, prescribed wake rotor
analysis by Lorber and Egolf [41] to predict unsteady fuselage loads. In this approach
the vortex elements wrapped around the fuselage to prevent intersecting with the body.
Initially the prescribed vortex wrapped around the upper portion of the fuselage. Once
a wake displacement criteria was achieved, the vortex would flip to the bottom of the
fuselage.
Mavris [42, 43] developed a source/doublet panel fuselage method coupled with a
lifting line, free wake rotor analysis to predict unsteady fuselage loads. He observed that
predictions over the top of the configuration were satisfactory, but that the trends over the
sides were poor. He attributed this to the fact that vortex surface interactions are complex
and can exceed the capabilities of the model.
Berry and Bettschart [36] compared the capabilities of three potential-based codes for
predicting the rotor / fuselage interactions on the Dauphin model. They found that un-
expected periodic velocity predictions were obtained when the vortex elements passed in
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close proximity to the measurement location. Differences between the singularity methods
and experiment were also noted in the region of the hub, where large separation effects
were assumed to exist.
One of the difficulties encountered with potential methods is that there is a lot of empiri-
cism built into the models (e.g. vortex core size, vortex core velocity, fuselage displacement
model, etc.). Another difficulty is that these models are based on the unsteady potential
equation, which does not include viscous effects. If viscous effects are not accounted for,
the method will be incapable of predicting separation and the vehicle drag unless some
type of empirical model or boundary layer code coupling is applied.
1.2.3 Structured Euler/Navier-Stokes Methods
Rajagopalan, et. al. [44, 45] developed a source based actuator disk method, in which
the influence of the rotor is modeled as a set of forces that are applied to the flow field in
cells intersecting the rotor disk. Rotor fuselage interactions were investigated using this
method by Zori, et. al. [46]. Good agreement was obtained with the steady pressure
coefficients measured on the GIT configuration. A variety of other cases, such as a V-22
and CH-47, have also been examined and are discussed in a review by Rajagopalan [47].
Fejtek and Roberts [48] computed steady-state solutions of a tilt rotor configuration
in hover using an actuator disk model. The actuator disk was modeled using a pressure
jump boundary condition with swirl effects. A thin layer Navier-Stokes solver using a
structured grid was utilized in the study. Chaffin and Berry [49, 50] computed steady state
solutions over the ROBIN configuration using an actuator disk rotor model. This model
was incorporated into a structured overset RANS solver. The actuator disk model was
implemented as a pressure jump boundary condition and had the ability to model swirl.
However, they noted that the use of the swirl condition could lead to nonphysical solutions.
Bettschart [51] also used a structured RANS method to study rotor fuselage interactions
with an actuator disk method. In this approach he used a source-based actuator disk with
uniform and nonuniform loading options. The nonuniform loading was obtained by time
averaging the loading generated by a lifting line method with a prescribed wake. He shows
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good correlation with momentum theory and obtains good results comparing with ROBIN
steady pressure measurements. Le Chuiton [52] utilized a main rotor and tail rotor actuator
disk to study the effect of the rotor downwash on engine exhaust. In this approach a source
based actuator disk boundary condition along with engine inflow / outflow boundary
conditions were utilized in a structured code to model the EC-145 Helicopter. The rotor
wash was found to significantly alter the path of the hot engine exhaust.
Boyd et al. [53, 54] coupled a generalized dynamic wake theory (GDWT) with a thin
layer Navier-Stokes code to develop an unsteady actuator disk model. A pressure jump
actuator disk boundary is utilized, but rather than using the time averaged rotor forces an
instantaneous loading is applied. The generalized dynamic wake theory is loosely coupled
to the structured solver to provide the loading via the actuator disk boundary condition.
The NS solver then provides the GDWT with an inflow correction and the process continues
until a satisfactory convergence is achieved. Tadghighi [55] also developed an unsteady
actuator disk model, but utilized a source-based actuator disk.
The development of overset grids simplified the grid generation process for structured
grids. It also allows the relative motion between the rotor blades and fuselage. Hariharan
[56] used a structured overset RANS solver to study the rotor fuselage interactions on the
GIT rotor airframe interaction model. In this work a fifth-order spatially accurate ENO
scheme was applied to improve the ability to capture the tip vortex. Noack [57, 58] has
developed a generalized library for adding overset capabilities to any type of flow solver.
Recent efforts at ONERA [59, 60] and DLR [61, 62] have also added overset capability to
their flow solvers.
One of the most detailed solutions performed to date is attributed to Strawn and
Djomehri [63]. They used a structured overset RANS solver to study the UH-60A rotor in
hover. For this study sources were added to the solver to mimic the rotational flow of the
blades. Their results showed good correlation with experiment for the rotor torque and
figure of merit, but they consistently noted an over prediction in the blade loading near
the tip. They attempted to minimize grid dependence by running a 64 million node grid,
but found that the vortex diffusion still exceed the observed experimental behavior. They
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suggest that circulation from the previous blade’s tip vortex migrates through the shear
layer to augment the newly created tip vortex.
Potsdam and Strawn [64] studied a half span and full span V-22 configuration using
a structured overset RANS solver. Since the rotor and fuselage are present in this study
the blades are modeled dynamically (i.e. rotational source terms are not used). The full
span configuration was modeled with 47.6 million nodes. This study provided a detailed
look at the unsteady fountain effects over the V-22 wings in hover. More recent studies by
Potsdam are given in [65].
1.2.4 Unstructured Euler/Navier-Stokes Methods
Structured grid solvers are currently the leading CFD analysis methods for solving heli-
copter aerodynamic problems. However, structured grids tend to be very time consuming
to generate, especially on complex geometries. For this reason unstructured methods have
generated increasing interest in recent years. Unstructured methods allow the grid gen-
eration process to be more automated, which greatly reduces the time and effort required
to generate a grid. Another benefit of unstructured grids is that they lend themselves
to adaptation more easily than a structured grid. Structured adaptation requires global
refinement in that splitting a cell requires all cells in a grid plane to be split in order to
retain the grid structure. An unstructured method allows for local refinement, since the
grid can be adapted in a region of interest without affecting the rest of the mesh.
Strawn and Barth [66] developed an unstructured Euler solver to investigate rotary
wing aerodynamics problems. In this approach rotational sources are added to the flow to
simulate the blade rotation. A cell splitting technique was applied which divided one cell
into eight new ones. To maintain connectivity with the rest of the grid, neighboring cells
would become buffer cells which would split with a 1 to 4 or 1 to 2 ratio as required. Kang
and Kwon [67] have more recently applied a similar adaptation technique to an Euler code.
Bottasso and Shephard [68] have applied a finite-element-based Euler solver for solving
rotary wing aerodynamics. This method also used an adaptive strategy, but focused
primarily on shock capturing at the blade tip rather than on wake refinement. This study
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addressed the issue of load balancing an adaptive scheme when a parallel implementation
is used.
Pan, Chao, and Chien [69] used an unstructured Euler code to model rotating blades
within a single mesh. They used a sliding mesh approach to model the blade rotation
relative to a stationary fuselage grid. In the sliding mesh approach a cylindrical grid
centered at the axis of rotation is created for the rotating components. The cylindrical
grid fits into a cylindrical hole created in the stationary grid and the two components
transfer information through the sliding boundary. A nice feature of this approach is that
flux conservation can be guaranteed across the interface, which is not true for an overset
approach.
Kang and Kwon [67, 70] investigated the effect of adaptation on the rotor wake using an
unstructured adaptive solver. The blade rotation was modeled through the use of rotational
sources. In the first study [67] an Euler method was utilized. The subsequent study [70]
used an RANS solver to examine the effect of viscosity on the rotor performance.
Lee and Kwon [71] were one of the first to implement an actuator disk boundary
condition into an unstructured solver for the solution of rotor fuselage interactions. They
used a pressure jump boundary condition and computed the blade loading with the blade
element method. They compared with data from the GIT rotor airframe interaction model
and obtained good correlation. Although their method showed a better forward peak
prediction than Zori et. al. [46], their method did not do as well predicting the aft pressure
peak.
O’Brien and Smith [72] showed that the correlation between the pressure peaks depends
on whether a blade flapping velocity contribution is included in the blade element method.
Zori et. al. [46] included the blade flapping, but Lee and Kwon [71] did not. When blade
flapping is neglected the forward peak compares well with experiment, but the aft peak
diminishes. If included, the blade flapping provides a good match with the aft peak, but
the forward peak is greatly reduced.
A source-based actuator disk boundary condition has been developed by Schweikhard
and Le Chuiton [73]. They compared the results of the unstructured code with a structured
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code and found good correlation between the two methods. An unusual finite thickness
actuator disk has been developed by Heise et al. [74] for studying rotor / fuselage inter-
actions. This method assumes that the flow vectors do not change significantly across the
thickness of the disk. This approach is based on a method developed for axial flow fans,
in which the dominant flow direction is normal to the disk. Heise acknowledges that this
may not work well for high advance ratios, but good correlation with lower advance ratios
in the ROBIN experiment was obtained.
Park et al. [75, 76] also computed the rotor fuselage interaction using an unstructured
sliding mesh approach for the GIT and ROBIN models. Grid adaptation was also utilized
to improve the rotor wake resolution and blade pitch changes were modeled using a
deforming mesh approach. The aft pressure peak was under predicted, but the blade
flapping was not included. The ROBIN results show good peak to peak correlation with
the unsteady surface pressures.
O’Brien and Smith [77] computed an unstructured Euler solution using overset grids.
In this study a good correlation with experiment was obtained, but the solution was found
to degrade over the sides of the fuselage. The degraded accuracy over the sides of the
geometry were attributed to vortex dissipation and the lack of a viscous vortex / surface
interactions.
The unstructured methods thus far have focused on tetrahedral unstructured methods.
However, efforts are also underway to apply Cartesian unstructured grid methods to
rotorcraft aerodynamics [78]. Cartesian methods allow for convenient grid adaptation, but
are more difficult to utilize near curved surfaces for viscous flows.
1.2.5 Other Techniques
Hybrid methods couple a free wake analysis with a near-body Euler or Navier-Stokes
scheme. Moulton, et al. [79] was one of the first to couple a Navier-Stokes method with
a free-wake model to study a hovering rotor. Hybrid methods improve computational
efficiency by eliminating the need to solve the Navier-Stokes equations in the off-body
regions. They also help to prevent the diffusion of the tip vortex, since the vorticity does
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not diffuse after it gets captured in a vortex filament upon leaving the near-body grid.
Another option for reducing the rotor wake is to utilize a vorticity confinement scheme
[80]. In this approach an extra term is added to the momentum equations to reduce the
diffusion of the tip vortex. The confinement term drives vorticity inward in vortical regions
and is zero in irrotational regions. The difficulty in this approach is in determining an ideal
value for the confinement term. However, this method can lead to significantly faster
computation times than traditional RANS based methods.
The vorticity transport model [81, 82] provides one method for addressing the vortex
diffusion that occurs by solving the RANS equations. With this model the momentum
equations are recast in a vorticity conservation form. The vector form of the incompressible
momentum equations is shown below.
∂~V
∂t




By taking the curl of Equation 1 the unsteady vorticity transport equation is obtained.
∂~ω
∂t
+ ~V • ∇ω − ~ω • ∇~V = ν∇2~ω (2)
The primary advantage of this approach is that numerical diffusion can not cause the
loss of vorticity, since it is a conserved quantity. However, the compactness of the vortex
structures will still be a function of the grid resolution.
1.2.6 CFD / CSD Coupling
In the present study the experimental models have stiff rotor blades. This would not
be the case for a typical helicopter which has highly flexible blades. To be applicable to a
broad range of problems an aerodynamic solver needs to be coupled with a computational
structural dynamics (CSD) code. For completeness a brief description of the current state
of the art in airloads prediction is presented.
CFD /CSD coupling has provided some of the most accurate helicopter airloads pre-
dictions to date. Efforts to couple CFD methods with comprehensive analysis methods are
currently in progress as part of the UH-60 Airloads Workshop. A review of the current
progress is presented in Datta, et. al. [83]. In general it has been observed that loose
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coupling schemes have similar accuracy to tight coupling schemes for periodic problems.
Since the tight coupling scheme requires significantly more computational effort, loose
coupling schemes have been generally preferred for level flight conditions. Potsdam, et al.
[84] have demonstrated some of the best CFD / CSD coupling results to date for the UH-60,
using a loose coupling approach.
Sitaraman, et al. [85] have examined the physical mechanisms associated with CFD /
CSD coupling. For high speed cases, coupling offers the biggest benefit, since the CFD is
naturally able to predict the complex transonic flow effects for the advancing rotor. This
leads to a significantly improved pitch moment calculation. At flight conditions where
dynamic stall occurs, CFD also offers improvement in the prediction of stall effects, but
the benefits are sensitive to grid spacing and turbulence modeling. Low speed cases see a
strong wake interaction, which is also going to be highly sensitive to the grid spacing of
the CFD mesh.
Additional CFD / CSD coupling efforts have also been performed under the French-
German CHANCE program [86, 87]. The CHANCE program is focused on developing and
validating CFD for computing the aerodynamics of complete helicopters. In their work
they confirmed that there is little difference between loose and tight coupling for steady
flow conditions.
1.3 Research Objectives
The objective of the present effort is to develop phenomenological and first-principles-
based approaches for modeling complete rotorcraft configurations. In doing so the follow-
ing contributions will be made to the field of rotary wing aerodynamics:
1. The importance of modeling all aspects of a configuration will be demonstrated.
2. The flexibility of using a source model instead of a pressure jump boundary condition
actuator disk approach will be evaluated.
3. A new unsteady actuator blade approach based on the use of source terms will be
developed and tested.
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4. An overset technique will be integrated into the unstructured flow solver and applied
to a complete rotorcraft configuration.
5. A comparative study of the physics associated with each of the rotor models will be
performed. Limitations on simplified models will be determined, and efficiency of
each method will be compared.
As a result of this investigation a suite of tools will be developed for modeling complex






Engineering analysis typically requires a fast response time. While computers have
the ability to rapidly perform the required computations, the task of adequately defining
the problem lies with the engineer. All computational analysis requires the engineer to
create inputs for the computer to define the problem of interest. For a computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis, a computational grid must be generated which divides the
region of interest (i.e. the configuration and the air around it) into discrete elements. The
generation of the computational grid is typically the most time consuming portion of the
solution process, especially when working with a complex geometry.
Computational grids are divided into two categories based on the grid organization:
structured and unstructured. As the name implies, the structured grid utilizes an organized
structure that enables neighboring cells to be identified via increments in the indexing
scheme. An unstructured method has a relaxed structure, wherein neighboring cells are
identified through a grid connectivity array. The use of a grid connectivity array increases
the memory usage for an unstructured scheme. The arbitrary connectivity also causes
the governing equations to result in a sparse matrix system, which cannot be solved as
efficiently as the banded matrix system typical to a structured grid scheme. However,
the relaxed grid structure allows unstructured grids to be significantly simpler and less
time-consuming to generate.
The inefficient nature of unstructured grids caused structured methods to initially
develop as the preferred option, since they made more efficient use of limited computational
memory resources. However, with the rapid growth of computer memory and power over
the last several years, renewed interest in the utilized of unstructured methods has arisen.
Parallel processing has also enabled difficult problems to be broken into smaller parts,
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allowing a problem that requires ten hours on a single processor to be solved on ten
processors in parallel in approximately one hour. The limiting nature of computational
resources has continued to decrease over time, which justifies the use of an unstructured
method for the significantly reduced grid generation time [88]. Structured grids typically
neglect or simplify complex component surfaces, but unstructured grids enable complex
geometries to be generated without simplification.
A description of the software utilized in this effort is provided in this chapter. In an
effort to concentrate primarily on rotary-wing aerodynamic configurations, a preexisting
fixed-wing solver was modified. To enable the helicopter blades to rotate, additional
software is incorporated into the flow solver to provide the capability to utilize overset
grids. The first section provides an overview of the capabilities of the flow solver selected
for this effort. The subsequent sections discuss the overset solver library and the overset
mesh assembly program. The final section provides an overview of the unstructured grid
generation system.
2.2 Flow Solver
NASA Langley Research Center’s Fully Unstructured Navier-Stokes 3D (FUN3D) flow
solver [89]-[92] was selected for the current work. FUN3D solves the Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations using an unstructured, tetrahedral-based discretization
of the region of interest. The solver is fully parallel, allowing it to reduce solution times by
distributing work across multiple processors. Since this flow solver has been documented
in the references, only pertinent aspects of the code will be reviewed in this section.
One of the enabling features of FUN3D is the use of version control software to ensure
that only two versions of the code exist at any given time: a release version and a devel-
opment version. This significantly improves the commonality of the code, since users are
ensured that they can duplicate the results obtained by anyone else. A rigorous test suite
is evaluated continuously to ensure that the solver remains robust even when multiple
developers are making changes to the source code [93].
The governing equations are solved using a node-centered finite volume scheme. In a
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Figure 3: Node based dual mesh with original triangular mesh.
node-centered scheme the flow variables are stored at each vertex of the tetrahedral mesh
rather than at the centroid of the tetrahedral cell. The control volume surrounding the
node is conventionally referred to as the dual cell, since these cells form a mesh that is
considered ’dual’ to the tetrahedral mesh. A two-dimensional example of the dual mesh
for a node-centered scheme is shown in Figure 3. With this approach each dual cell takes
on an arbitrary polyhedral shape that depends on the number of tetrahedron that share
the node. Inviscid fluxes are evaluated by looping over the edges of the tetrahedral mesh,
since each edge corresponds to a dual cell face. The viscous flux terms are computed using
an element-based approach.
One of the distinctive features of this code is the ability to solve both the compressible
and incompressible RANS equations. The compressible equations are characterized as
hyperbolic equations, which are solved by marching forward in time. The incompressible
RANS equations are elliptical in nature and depend entirely on the boundary conditions.
Unfortunately, different strategies are required to solve hyperbolic and elliptic equations.
However, Chorin’s [94] artificial compressibility method transforms the elliptical incom-
pressible RANS equations into a hyperbolic set of equations, allowing the same solution
procedure to be utilized for both forms of the RANS equations. The ability to accurately
solve for low Mach number flows is important for helicopters, since the flow around the
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fuselage is typically in the incompressible regime. The compressible equations have been
found to become increasingly stiff as the Mach number is reduced due to disparity in the
eigenvalues [95]. For low speed compressible flows the maximum eigenvalue tends toward
the speed of sound and the minimum eigenvalue goes to zero. Since the stiffness of the
system is proportional to the ratio of the eigenvalues, the stiffness tends toward infinity
as the Mach number goes to zero, and the compressible solution has trouble obtaining
converged solutions. The fix for this problem in many compressible codes is the use of a
low Mach number preconditioning factor [96]. The incompressible formulation modifies
the speed of sound to reduce the disparity of the eigenvalues and relax the stiffness of the
resulting system of equation [91]. While the solutions are similar in principle, the outcome
is very different.
Turbulence is modeled using either the Spalart-Allmaras [97] one-equation turbulence
model or the two equation k-ω SST model [98]. The turbulence model can be solved in
either a loosely-coupled or tightly-coupled manner, but only the loosely-coupled Spalart-
Allmaras model is used in current work.

















dΩ = ~S (3)
where n̂ is the outward pointing unit normal on the boundary face of the dual cell. The
state vector of conserved variables is denoted as ~q and the inviscid and viscous flux vectors
are denoted by ~Fi and ~Fv, respectively. The volume of the dual cell is given as V and the
surface area is given asΩ. An optional source vector, ~S, can also be added to the governing
equations to model other forces acting on the fluid volume.

































• n̂ + pnz(
E + p
) (~V − ~W) • n̂ + p ~W • n̂

(5)
~Fv,compressible • n̂ =

0
τxxnx + τxyny + τxznz
τyxnx + τyyny + τyznz
τzxnx + τzyny + τzznz(
τ~V
)
• n̂ − ~qheat • n̂

(6)
For moving grid simulations the fluid velocity vector, ~V = (u, v,w)T, is subtracted by the













































































The Reynolds number, Re, and Prandtl number, Pr, influence the viscous terms, but do not
appear in the inviscid terms. The t-subscript quantities represent turbulent values and are
computed by the turbulence model.
The compressible variables are nondimensionalized by the freestream density (ρ
∞
),
sonic velocity (a∞), molecular viscosity (µ∞), thermal conductivity (k∞), and a reference
length (Lre f ). The reference length is defined as the ratio of the reference length of the actual
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where C = 198.6T∞ .
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
(13)
~Fv,incompressible • n̂ =

0
τxxnx + τxyny + τxznz
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Using the artificial compressibility technique the pressure is coupled to the continuity
equation through the use of the artificial compressibility parameter, β. As the problem
approaches steady state, the divergence of the velocity goes to zero and the coupling
disappears, recovering the elliptical form of the incompressible RANS equations. The














The reference velocity is an arbitrary velocity which is typically taken to be the free stream
velocity. However, in certain situations, such as a hovering helicopter where the free stream
velocity is zero, the reference velocity is taken to be another appropriate non-zero value
such as the rotor tip speed. The reference pressure is defined such that the nondimensional
free stream pressure is equal to one.
pre f = p∞ − ρ∞V
2
re f (16)
An interesting aspect of this formulation is that it is possible for the nondimensional in-
compressible pressure to be negative. Another important feature of the incompressible
form of Equation 3 is that it does not utilize the energy equation. Therefore, the incom-
pressible formulation requires less computational effort and can be advantageous to utilize
whenever it is applicable.
The inviscid flux, Fi, at the dual cell face is determined from a linear reconstruction
of the variables at the nodes on either side of the face. The gradients of the variables at
each node are computed using a least squares technique. Roe’s flux difference splitting
technique [99] is utilized to determine the value of the flux at the face. Viscous fluxes
are computed using a finite volume formulation, which is equivalent to a Galerkin type
approximation on tetrahedral meshes [100]. The resulting scheme is second-order spatially
accurate.
Temporal discretization is achieved using either a backward Euler method for steady
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Table 1: Coefficients for the Backwards Differentiation Formula
Order φn+1 φn φn−1 φn−1 φn−2
1 1 -1 0 0 0
2 3/2 -2 1/2 0 0
3 11/6 -3 3/2 -1/3 0
4 25/12 -4 3 -4/3 1/4
state problems or the second-order backward differentiation formula (BDF) [100] for un-
steady problems. If the computational control volume does not deform over time, Equation





Here the viscous and inviscid flux has been lumped into the residual, ~R. This expression




φn+1 ~Qn+1 + φn ~Qn + φn−1 ~Qn−1 + ...
)
= ~Rn+1 (18)
In the above expression the backward differentiation formula coefficients (φ) determine the
temporal accuracy of the scheme. A list of coefficients up to fourth order temporal accuracy
is shown in Table 1. The first order scheme in the BDF family is simply the backward Euler
scheme.
Rather than linearize right hand side of Equation 18 about time level n + 1, a pseudo
time term is introduced. The pseudo time term advances the solution during each time
step as if the problem were a steady-state problem. Assuming the process converges the
pseudo time term disappears, leaving the solution at time level n+1. This approach works
well with the incompressible scheme, which must achieve a zero divergence state at each





∆~Qm = ~Rm − Vφn+1∆t (~Qm − ~Qn) − Vφn−1∆t (~Qn−1 − ~Qn) (19)
Throughout this work the ∂~R
∂~Q
term will be referred to as the Jacobian and the ~R term as the
residual of the system of equations. The unsteady computations presented in this work
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utilize the second order BDF scheme for temporal discretization. For the second-order
scheme, time terms are added to the residual, but for a first-order scheme the time terms
disappear from the right hand side of Equation 19. Since Equation 19 depends on the
unknown conserved variables at the new time step, the system of equations needs to be
solved using an iterative approach. A point-implicit or line-implicit relaxation scheme is
used to iterate the solution during each time step [101].
Boundary conditions are applied implicitly through the modification of the Jacobian
and residual terms at the boundary nodes to reflect the appropriate condition. The standard
slip and no-slip wall boundary conditions are applied for inviscid and viscous solutions,
respectively. The far field boundary condition is typically based on Riemann invariants.
However, the Riemann far field boundary condition strictly enforces the condition that
the velocity perturbations go to zero. This can lead to nonphysical solutions for rotors,
which energize the flow causing the far wake velocity to exceed the freestream velocity. To
remedy this situation a specified back pressure boundary condition can be used, since it
does not restrict velocity. The back pressure far field enforces a pressure equal to a specified
value. The typical condition for a rotor is that pback = p∞, but in a wind tunnel experiment
a different condition may be appropriate.
A comparison of the far field boundary conditions’ influence on a hovering rotor solu-
tion is shown in Figure 4. In both cases the pressure discontinuity due to the actuator disk
induces a downward velocity that propagates to the far field. In the Riemann approach the
boundary condition forces the wake velocity to return to the freestream value, causing the
wake energy to be converted into a nonphysical pressure rise at the far field boundary. In
the back pressure boundary condition the pressure is specified to be equal to the freestream,
which is consistent with the predicted solution prior to the far field.
2.3 Overset Grid Library
The Donor interpolation Receptor Transaction library (DiRTlib) [57] provides a solver




Figure 4: Effect of the far field boundary condition on the wake solution of a hovering
rotor.
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to be easily incorporated into any type of flow solver (e.g. structured or unstructured, cell-
centered scheme or node-based scheme, parallel or sequential, etc.). The solver interacts
with the library through a variety of interface routines, but in this work they interact in
primarily two ways.
The first process is an initialization routine, which allows the solver to exchange infor-
mation with DiRTlib. A set of pointers are created to provide DiRTlib with the means to
interact with the flow solver memory. During the initialization process, DiRTlib also reads
and stores the connectivity information for the component grids. The grid connectivity
consists of the node classification (in, out, fringe, or orphan) and the interpolation weights
for the fringe nodes.
The other interaction between the solver and DiRTlib is during the solution process. At
the beginning of each time step DiRTlib performs the interpolations between component
grids and transmits the data to the appropriate fringe nodes. The fringe values are updated
using a weighted average of the donor nodes from overlapping component grids. The
solver then performs its standard update step to advance the solution. For time-accurate
solutions the interpolation step must also be repeated at the beginning of each subiteration
to ensure that the most accurate data available is being applied at the overset boundary.
2.4 Overset Grid Assembly
In order to utilize the overset capabilities incorporated into the flow solver via DiRTlib,
a grid connectivity file is required. In this effort a Domain Connectivity Information (DCI)
file is created using the Structured Unstructured Generalized Grid AssembleR (SUGGAR)
[58]. The DCI file identifies grid nodes as in, out, fringe, or orphan and how to interpolate
information across grids. The DCI file also contains data to allow a component grid to be
translated, rotated, or scaled when creating the overset mesh.
SUGGAR marks grids nodes as in, out, fringe, or orphan by creating a variable resolu-
tion, cartesian approximation to the body surfaces. Nodes inside of the approximated body
are marked as out and nodes outside of the body are marked as in. The nodes at the in/out
boundary are marked as fringe nodes and indicate where the component grids should
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transfer information. A double layer of fringe nodes is utilized by default to preserve the
second order spatial accuracy of the flow solver. Figure 5 depicts a simple example of two
overlapping structured grids.
Figure 5: Overset mesh example, depicting in, out, and fringe nodes.
Orphan nodes are created when SUGGAR can not generate a satisfactory interpolation
stencil for a node. Ideally the number of orphan nodes should be zero; however, they
can be difficult to avoid in practice. A large number of orphan nodes typically indicates
a significant difference in resolution between two overlapping grids. When an orphan
node is encountered, the solver averages the values at the neighboring nodes to obtain a
reasonable approximation of the flow variables.
To assemble a composite grid, the file names and orientations of the component grids
are specified in an input file. For a static problem SUGGAR is run once, prior to the flow
solver, to generate a composite grid and the DCI file. In a dynamic simulation, SUGGAR
and the flow solver run in a coupled manner. SUGGAR generates a DCI file, which is read
in by the flow solver at the beginning of a time step. The flow solver then performs the
flow update for that step and writes out a new input file for SUGGAR and waits. SUGGAR
takes the new input file and updates the DCI file for the next time step. Once SUGGAR
completes its task, the flow solver takes over again and the process continues until the
specified number of iterations is achieved.
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2.5 Unstructured Grid Generator
Unstructured grids are generated using VGRIDns v3.5 [102, 103]. This process is
completely automated once the user provides an input deck created with the GridTool
v3.5 utility [104]. The first portion of the input deck requires creating a set of patches to
define the geometry. Sources are then placed throughout the domain to specify the grid
clustering. Once the density distribution is determined the input deck is written and the
grid is generated.
VGRIDns generates the grid in four phases. The first phase determines the grid distri-
bution on the boundary faces of the domain. If the viscous grid option is turned on, a series
of advancing layers is then generated off of the viscous boundary surfaces (inviscid grids




1 + k1 (1 + k2)(n−1)
)(n−1)
(20)
This results in a geometric progression based on the growth rate, k1. The second rate, k2,
provides a means for accelerating the growth rate of the layers. The typical parameters
used in this work are ∆1 = 1.0x10−5, k1 = 0.15, and k2 = 0.10. These parameters were
observed to yield y+ values less than one for all of the configurations tested. The next
phase fills in the remaining volume, using the advancing front technique. During the
advancing front phase the grid fills in starting from the finest regions and progressing out
to the coarser regions until no more tetrahedra can be generated. Typically a few holes
are left over where the front closes in on itself. These holes are cleaned up during a final
post-processing phase.
The majority of the grid generation time is spent during the setup of the input deck.
Patch generation is relatively easy and can be achieved within a few hours (minutes for
simple geometries), but source placement requires some thought and/or experience to
obtain a good distribution. Once the input deck is set up, the grid is automatically generated
by VGRIDns. The process typically requires two to three days to generate a complex grid
on a PC. However, an experienced user could realistically start a complex configuration at
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the beginning of the day and have an input deck ready for VGRIDns to generate the grid
overnight.
2.6 Flow Visualization
Flow visualizations are generated using two commercial packages: Fieldview v10.0
[105, 106] and Tecplot v10.0 [107, 108]. Both programs provide excellent visualization
capabilities and their associated formats have already been incorporated into the FUN3D
post-processing utility. The state vector (~q) is the standard output from FUN3D, but a
variety of derived quantities are also used in this work. The most common compressible

















It is important to note that the velocity (u) and pressure (p) are not state vector variables
and therefore must be extracted from the momentum (ρu) and energy (E) as shown. For
incompressible solutions the velocity and pressure are standard outputs, but the pressure






Since the incompressible pressure is normalized by the freestream velocity rather than the
speed of sounds, the Mach number is not present in the incompressible pressure coefficient
computation. Hover creates a problem for the traditional pressure coefficient, since the
freestream velocity is zero. Therefore, a modified pressure coefficient based on tip speed






where µ denotes the rotor advance ratio.
The vorticity is commonly used to visualize the rotor tip vortex. The vorticity is
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Vorticity will typically be computed using the nondimensional velocity, so comparisons be-
tween compressible and incompressible solutions need to be scaled appropriately. Another
way to visualize the tip vortex is with the Q criteria [109].
Q = 14
















The Q criteria was originally developed to identify vortex structures in turbulent boundary
layer flows, since it is not possible to distinguish between turbulence and a vortex structure
by plotting vorticity. The Q criteria simplifies vortex identification because Q > 0 indicates
a vortex structure. A disadvantage of Q criteria based visualization is that it does not





Precise modeling of a helicopter rotor is difficult for a variety of reasons. The rotational
motion of the blades with respect to the fuselage ensures that the aerodynamic problem is
naturally unsteady. The blades may also be articulated to allow pitch, flap, and lag, adding
additional degrees of freedom to the motion. Light weight, large aspect ratio rotor blades
are typically flexible, which means that the blades can not be modeled as rigid bodies.
While detailed modeling is desirable to capture the physics of the problem, it can quickly
render the rotor aerodynamic problem intractable.
Through the use of judicious assumptions, the rotor problem can be simplified to allow
for greater computational efficiency by sacrificing some accuracy. The list of assumptions
utilized in this work are listed sequentially from least restrictive to most restrictive.
1. CFD can provide an accurate prediction of the flow.
2. The rotor blades can be modeled as rigid bodies.
3. The rotor blades can be modeled as infinitely thin surfaces.
4. The influence of the rotor can be time-averaged.
The first assumption is implied by the nature of the current work, but is essential to
understand. Verification cases are presented in later sections to justify the first assumption.
The rigid body assumption assumes that the blades do not deform. Technically this is an
unrealistic assumption, but small deformations will have little influence on the flow over
the blades. The test cases utilized herein were designed with highly rigid blades, so this
assumption is reasonable. Application of the first two assumptions leads to the overset
blade rotor model utilized in this work.
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The third assumption is more restrictive than the previous two. By assuming that
the blades are infinitely thin, the blade geometry is lost, meaning the blade loads are no
longer based on first principles. With this assumption, the blade loading now needs to
be provided through an approximate aerodynamic loading model. The actuator blade
rotor model utilizes the first three assumptions and provides an unsteady simulation while
reducing the computational cost by eliminating the nodes required to grid the rotor blades.
The final assumption states that a time-averaged representation of the flow is sufficient.
Application of all four assumptions leads to an actuator disk representation of the rotor.
The actuator disk approximation is convenient for obtaining rapid performance estimates,
since steady-state computations are considerably faster and computationally less expensive
than unsteady simulations.
The remaining sections describe the rotor models, beginning with the most simple
(actuator disk) and ending with the overset rotor model.
3.2 Actuator Disk Model
The most basic method for modeling the influence of a helicopter rotor is through the
use of an actuator disk. In this approach, the rotor is represented as an infinitely thin disk
capable of sustaining a pressure discontinuity. The actuator disk is essentially a limiting
case in which the number of blades goes to infinity. Since helicopters possess a finite
number of blades, the actuator disk assumption provides a time-averaged representation
of the flow. Although it is commonly used to simplify the rotor for basic analytical methods,
the actuator disk has also been successfully utilized to simplify rotor modeling in Euler
and RANS approaches [46, 48, 51, 50, 71]. The fundamental difference between a basic
analysis and CFD approach is that CFD does not require an inflow assumption, since the
inflow develops naturally as a part of the solution process.
In the literature, actuator disk implementations fall into two categories: a pressure
jump boundary condition and a source term approach. A survey of these two approaches
is presented by Le Chuiton [110]. The primary difference between the two categories is
whether the rotor is included or removed from the global control volume. In the pressure
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jump approach, the control volume is wrapped around the actuator disk in such a way that
the actuator disk lies outside of the control volume. Conversely, in the source approach
the actuator disk is present inside the control volume.
To demonstrate the differences between the pressure jump and source terms, consider
the one-dimensional duct flow problem shown in Figure 6. In this example an actuator
disk will be present between cells 2 and 3. A typical internal cell (i.e. without an actuator
disk) will have the same flux on the left and right sides of the face shared by cells 2 and 3.
The pressure jump method will update the state vector in the same fashion as the typical
internal cell. However, the flux at the actuator disk face will no longer be the same on the
left and right sides of the face. Instead, the fluxes are related by a proportionality condition,
which in this case is the imposed actuator disk boundary condition. In the source term
approach the fluxes are computed just as they were for a typical internal cell, but the update
of the state vector is different. To make the presence of the actuator disk known to the flow
solver an extra source term is added to the equation.
Naturally the pressure jump approach and the source term approach are similar, since
they are both introducing the influence of the rotor. However, the implementation of each
of these approaches differs significantly. This difference is particularly noticeable when
the state vector is updated implicitly. Since the pressure jump approach depends on the
state vector at cell 2 and 3, an implicit pressure jump approach will add diagonal and
off-diagonal contributions to the Jacobian. The source approach only influences cell 3 so it
only has a contribution on the diagonal.
3.2.1 Pressure Jump Boundary Condition Implementation
An actuator disk implemented through a pressure jump boundary condition is similar
to other flow through boundary conditions (e.g. inflow / outflow). The difference is that the
actuator disk boundary uses information from other internal flow cells rather than constant
information from a reference condition. The dependence on other flow cells means that the
actuator disk nodes will have both diagonal and off diagonal contributions in the Jacobian
matrix. In a structured grid approach, it is straightforward to determine the two neighbors
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Figure 6: Flux calculation comparison for a one-dimensional duct flow problem.
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who must exchange data. However, in an unstructured approach a node correspondence
array is required.
For the purpose of this discussion the two sides of the pressure jump actuator disk
boundary will be referred to as the upper surface (low pressure side) and lower surface
(high pressure side). The first step is to determine the direction of the flow through the
disk, since characteristic theory requires that four conditions (three for incompressible) are
specified on the inflow side and one condition is specified on the outflow side. The flow
direction, Vnorm, is defined as positive when the flow is directed from the upper surface to
the lower surface. In an explicit scheme the remaining conditions are interpolated from
the grid interior. However, to be consistent with the FUN3D solver an implicit approach
was applied, in which the remaining conditions develop naturally as part of the solution
process.
In this work the actuator disk boundary conditions are based on the ones used by
Fejtek and Roberts [48]. The first condition ensures that the mass flow is continuous
though the disk. The second condition requires that two velocities tangential to the disk
(Vradial and Vtangent) are continuous through the disk. Chaffin and Berry [50] introduced the
rotor swirl by also adding a jump to Vtangent. However, they noted that the use of a swirl
velocity jump could lead to nonphysical solutions, so this was not attempted in the current
study. The final two conditions enforce the pressure jump across the disk and specify a
condition on density. Fejtek and Roberts [48] specified that the inflow density was equal
to the freestream density. However, a more general approach is to specify that the density
is continuous through the disk. Enforcing the continuity of density was applied in the
present work. The conditions are summarized in Table 2. In an incompressible approach
the density condition is not utilized since the continuity of density is assumed.
The implicit treatment of the actuator disk proved to be a computationally intensive
task. This is due to the fact that the governing equation at any actuator disk node depends
on both itself and the node on the opposite surface. To simplify the method, the off
diagonal contribution was neglected. As a result the flow variables on the actuator disk
boundary had a tendency to diverge from one another. To maintain the desired continuity
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Table 2: Boundary Condition Enforcement



























a balancing step, mirroring the boundary condition enforcement, was added after the state
vector update. The drawback to this balancing is that it added some explicit nature to
the solution process. Another drawback that was discovered in formulating the pressure
jump boundary condition approach is that an incompressible formulation that was robust
for all of the test cases was never achieved. This resulted in a limitation of the approach
for incompressible methodologies, which was deemed unacceptable for rotorcraft fuselage
aerodynamics.
3.2.2 Source Implementation
The source term actuator disk model was originally proposed by Rajagopalan and
Fanucci [44] for the analysis of vertical axis wind turbines and later extended to helicopter
rotors [45, 46]. Since source terms are fairly general, two approaches can be utilized to
introduce the sources into the computational domain. In one approach the actuator disk
surface is defined in the computational grid as the boundary between two sets of cells,
allowing both the source method and the boundary condition method to be applied to the
same grid. A more generalized approach is to allow the actuator disk to be arbitrarily
inserted into the computational grid. Arbitrary insertion of the actuator disk simplifies
grid generation, since the disk surface does not need to be incorporated into the grid.
Another benefit of the arbitrary approach is that a single grid can be utilized for a variety
of disk orientations. With a grid fixed approach a new grid would need to be generated for
each orientation of the disk. Since the ideal for unstructured methods is to reduce the grid
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generation time, the arbitrary insertion method is well suited for unstructured methods
and was the avenue pursued in this research.
In the perfect case, the computational element should feel a force proportional to the
area of the actuator disk that intersects the cell. However, in a node-based unstructured
method each cell has an arbitrary polyhedral shape, making the determination of the exact
area of intersection a non-trivial computational task. An alternative approach is to use a
discrete approximation as depicted in Figure 7 where sources do not intersect identically
with the unstructured grid cells. The advantage of using a discrete approximation is that
the source elements can be defined using a simple structured grid approach as shown in
Figure 8.
With either the discrete or exact model the sources do not influence the spatial accuracy
of the CFD solution scheme. However, the accuracy of the rotor solution is dependent
on the distribution of the sources. The disadvantage of the discrete approach is that an
increased number of sources are required to obtain the same accuracy as an exact area
computation. If the source grid is coarser than the computational grid the rotor influence
is no longer smoothly distributed, which introduces non-physical vorticity into the flow as
shown in Figure 9. In this figure the view has been tilted to show the correlation between
the actuator disk source grid and the vortex pairs generated in the plane normal to the
disk. Since the actuator disk is an approximation of the true rotor behavior, the additional
error introduced by the discrete approximation is assumed be negligible.
Figure 7: Comparison of exact intersections versus a discretized approximation.
The source term is equal to blade loading acting on a given actuator disk element or
the work done by the blade load. The blade loads can be obtained in a variety of ways,
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Figure 8: Source elements on an actuator disk.
Figure 9: Non-physical vorticity contours generated in a plane normal to a coarse actuator
disk source grid.
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but all loading models fall into two categories based on whether they depend on the CFD
solution or are independent of it. The independent or fixed distribution is simple to apply
since the force is not coupled to the flow solution. The contribution to the compressible
governing equations for a fixed distribution are:








LHS = LHS +
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Since the incompressible formulation does not require the solution of the energy equation,
incompressible source contributions become even simpler.







LHS = LHS +
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
(27)
An interesting feature of a fixed distribution when incompressible flow is assumed is
that the sources do not contribute anything to the Jacobian, but the actuator disk method
remains fully implicit.
Although a fixed distribution is convenient, it may lack the physical realism obtained
from coupling the force computation to the flow. The variable distribution methods do not
require additional terms on the right hand side of the equation, but the Jacobian matrix
will become more populated. The compressible contribution to the Jacobian for a coupled
force distribution is:
LHS = LHS +









































The fixed distribution terms are still present, but additional terms have appeared to repre-
sent the dependence of the force on the flow variables. The incompressible contribution to
the Jacobian is
LHS = LHS +





















Once again the incompressible contribution is simpler than the compressible one, but the
Jacobian contribution is no longer zero. If the Jacobian contributions for the variable
solution are ignored, the actuator disk method becomes explicit and the flow solver loses
considerable stability.
The advantages of the source approach over the boundary condition strategy for an
unstructured method are summarized below:
1. Grid independent rotor definition
2. Simple implicit formulation
3. Incompressible actuator disk requires no Jacobian terms for a fixed loading
The disadvantage of the current source approach results from the discrete element approx-
imation.
3.3 Actuator Blade Model
The actuator blade model is similar to an actuator disk model, but rather than distribute
the load over a disk, the loads are distributed over the blade planform as shown in Figure
10. The actuator blade model is a more generalized version of the unsteady actuator disk
models of Boyd [53] or Tadghighi [55]. Their unsteady actuator disk models use a disk
surface and distribute the loading along a radial line, zeroing out the load at the other disk
points. These implementations are similar to having a lifting-line representation replace
each rotor blade. Unlike these models, the actuator blade model distributes the loading
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along both the blade radius and chord. In the limit where the number of chordwise elements
is set to one the actuator blade model becomes equivalent to the unsteady actuator disk.
Figure 10: Source elements on the actuator blades.
Because the location of the blade planforms changes after each iteration the actuator
blade model can not be modeled through a boundary condition. Therefore, the actuator
blade model is applied through the use of source terms. The implementation of the actuator
blade source terms into the flow solver is identical to the actuator disk source terms just
described. The primary difference between the actuator disk and the actuator blade model
is in the computation of the blade loads.
3.4 Aerodynamic Loading Models
The aerodynamic blade loading is a critical element of the actuator disk and actuator
blade rotor models. Neither of these methods physically model the blade geometry, so the
influence of the rotor is approximated implicitly through the blade loading model. In this
effort four blade load models were considered: user specified, uniform, linearly increasing,
and blade element theory.
The first three methods utilize a fixed load distribution. This significantly simplifies
the approach, since the load can be determined once and then reapplied during successive
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iterations. For the fixed sources the contribution to the left and right hand sides of the
governing equations were shown in Equations 26 and 27. The blade element theory utilizes
the local flow velocities provided by the solver to compute the blade forces. Coupling the
blade forces to the flow variables increases the fidelity of the model, but adds additional
terms to the Jacobian as shown in Equation 28 and 29.
3.4.1 User Specified Model
The user specified loading allows the user to provide the solver with an input file
containing all of the blade loads at each source location. This method is convenient for
utilizing the blade loads computed by an alternate analysis such as a comprehensive code.
This approach was utilized in Renaud, et al. [111] to compare a nonuniform loading among
three partners for the Dauphin configuration.
3.4.2 Algebraic Models
The uniform and linearly increasing distributions are simple algebraic models that are
fully determined by the rotor thrust. The uniform distribution assumes that the load is
constant along the radius of the blade as shown in Figure 11. The linear distribution
assumes that the load linearly increases from zero at the center of the disk to a maximum
value at the blade tip as shown in Figure 12. Both models assume that the blade loading
is not a function of the azimuth angle. Since the areas of the actuator disk elements are
not necessarily constant, the blade loading is written in terms of the force per unit area
(pressure).
Figure 11: Blade loading with the uniform pressure distribution.
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Figure 12: Blade loading with the linearly varying pressure distribution.











re f , the nondimensional thrust is
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2
CT = πR2V2tipCT (31)
The blade cutout region is accounted for by dividing the nondimensional thrust by the
nondimensional lifting area.





If the cutout region is set to zero the uniform pressure simplifies to the thrust coefficient










σ (R − Rroot)
V2tipCT (33)
In the limiting case where the blade cutout goes to zero the actuator blade loading is equal
to the actuator disk loading divided by the rotor solidity.
The linearly increasing load can be defined as a function of the the blade radial station.





For the actuator disk model the tip loading can be related to the average loading by























In the limiting case where Rroot is zero the tip loading is equal to three halves the average
load.
A similar process holds for the actuator blade model, but instead of integrating over
















In the limit of Rroot = 0, the tip load will be twice the average blade loading.
3.4.3 Blade Element Theory Model
The blade element distribution follows the approach outlined in Zori, et al. [46]. The
flow solver provides the components of the local flow velocity (u, v,w) in terms of the grid
coordinate system. The velocities are reoriented into a blade aligned coordinate system
through a series of successive transformations. In general the blade motions can occur in
any order, but in this work they are assumed to occur in a specific order: lag, flap, then
pitch.
The first transform reorients the velocities with respect to the rotor shaft aligned system,
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A sign operator ( Ω
|Ω| ) is applied in front of the sine functions to account for either clockwise
or counterclockwise rotation. The rotor angular velocity (ω) is defined to be positive for

















where the lead-lag angle (δ) is positive for lag. Since the azimuth and lead-lag angle


































No further transformations are required, since the blade pitch angle is accounted for in the
blade element theory. It is important to note that the assumed order of transformations
allowed for two simplifications that would not be possible if a generic set of transforms
was used. In a generic sense the azimuth and lead-lag transforms could not be combined
and an additional transform would be required to account for pitch.
The flow velocity provided by the solver represents the velocity induced by the rotor.
To compute the effective angle of attack for the blade section the velocity due to the blade
motion must also be included. The rotational motion is especially important, since the tip
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velocity is much larger than the induced velocity. Other velocity components due to flap
and lead-lag can also be significant.
The velocity due to the blade rotation is specified asΩr. The contribution due to flap is
β̇r and lead-lag is δ̇r. The velocities normal and tangent to the blade are now specified as
Vnorm = −wβ + β̇r





Figure 13 shows the positive orientation of the normal and tangent vectors along with the
unit vectors in the flap frame. The only difference between clockwise and counter-clockwise
blade rotation is that the i2 axis is reversed.
Counter-clockwise Rotation, Ω ≥ 0 Clockwise Rotation Ω < 0
Figure 13: Velocity orientation in the blade element model.























The effective angle of attack is then found.
α = θ − φ (47)
With the effective angle of attack known, there is sufficient information to proceed to the
determination of the lift and drag.
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The sectional lift and drag model is based on a quasi-steady approximation in which
the angle of attack fully determines the lift and drag. The algebraic model uses a set of user
defined coefficients to compute the blade loads. The lift coefficient uses C`α and α0. The
drag coefficient uses Cd0, Cd1, and Cd2. Limits are applied to ensure that the coefficients do
not not exceed realistic limits. Since rotor blades have the potential to experience very large
angles of attack, the algebraic model is defined over the range −π < α ≤ π by assuming




C`α (α − α0) αmin ≤ α ≤ αmax
C`α (α − π − α0) αmin + π ≤ α ≤ π
C`α (α + π − α0) −π < α ≤ αmax − π
C`α,stall (α − α0) αmax < α < π + αmin















The drag coefficient model is
Cd =

Cd0 + Cd1α + Cd2α −π2 ≤ α ≤
π
2
Cd0 + Cd1 (α − π) + Cd2 (α − π)
2 α > π2
Cd0 + Cd1 (α + π) + Cd2 (α + π)
2 α < −π2
(50)
Since the drag model can increase very rapidly due to the squared terms, the limiters are
used to enforce that the drag does not exceed reasonable bounds.
Cd =

Cmin Cd < Cd,min
Cmax Cd > Cd,max
(51)
In general, setting the maximum is more important than the minimum, but use of the
minimum can be useful to obtain better overall fits. A sample loading distribution using
this approach is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Algebraic force coefficient example for the blade element model.




In the actuator disk model the forces are then time averaged by considering that the blade








For the actuator blade method the force is distributed over the chord. In the current effort
a uniform chordwise distribution is assumed, so the force is divided by the number of
chordwise sections.
∆Lblade = ∆L 1Nchord
∆Dblade = ∆D 1Nchord
(54)





























The blade forces are then transformed back into the grid aligned coordinate system by
multiplying by the transpose of the transforms shown in Equations 43, 42, and 39 in that
order.
3.5 Overset Rotor Blades
The implementation of overset rotor blades is achieved using DiRTlib and SUGGAR.
The strategy for developing the overset unstructured grids is to incorporate all of the
the stationary features into a single grid and create an additional grid for each dynamic
component. The ROBIN configuration shown in Figure 15 provides a good example of
this strategy. The fuselage, rotor shaft, and fuselage strut form the first grid that extends
from the fuselage to the far field. The dynamic components (i.e. the four rotor blades) are
individually modeled with an additional grid, which extends a few chord lengths away
from the blade. It should also be noted that the rotor blades for this configuration are
identical and can be duplicated for the overset grid, so the user is only needs to create the
static grid and a single blade grid.
The DiRTlib overset library handles the majority of the implementation, but a few
comments need to be mentioned here. The ideal approach for incorporating the blade
motion is to use a six degree-of-freedom (6DOF) solver in which the rotor blades move
based on a combination of control inputs and the applied loading. The 6DOF capability
is being implemented separately from this effort as the test cases herein utilize prescribed
blade motions.
The initial FUN3D grid motion implementation [100] allowed for constant or sinusoidal
rotation about a single axis. This is sufficient for the blade rotation about the rotor shaft,
but does not accommodate additional motions due to pitch, flap, and lead-lag. Since
these rotations are necessary to capture the physics of the rotor blade motions, the initial
implementation was modified to include the additional rotations.
The basic implementation uses a standard rotation of ∆ψ about the rotation axis n̂ that





+ ~X0 + ∆~X (56)
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Figure 15: The five overset grids for modeling the ROBIN configuration.
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The center of rotation is denoted as ~X0 and the contribution due to translation is ∆~X. The






































To simplify the incorporation of the additional rotations, ~X0 was also assumed to be the
center of rotation for pitch, flap, and lead-lag. This allows for the extra rotations to be










+ ~X0 + ∆~X (58)
The basic strategy is to take the current blade and rotate it back to the reference position
at the zero azimuth. The blade is then rotated to the new azimuth position and the new
pitch, flap, and lead-lag rotations are applied.
If the center of rotation differed for each rotation (e.g. flap hinge offset), Equation 58
would be considerably more complex. Allowing for an offset for each rotation results in





























+ ~rθnew + ~rβnew + ~rδnew + ~X0 + ∆~X (59)
Although the basic strategy is still the same, there is a considerable amount of book keeping
that is required to correctly enforce the blade dynamics. Another difficulty presented in
Equation 59 is that the hinge offsets are conveniently defined in different basis systems.
Therefore, they must be rotated into a consistent basis before use. Due to these difficulties,
the modeling of the detailed blade dynamics is reserved for the 6DOF implementation.
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CHAPTER IV
TEST CASES AND CFD MODELING
4.1 Unstructured Modeling Process
The ultimate goal of the grid generation process is to obtain sufficient resolution to
ensure a grid independent solution. Since CFD problems possess millions of degrees of
freedom that must be solved on limited computational resources, true grid independence is
seldom achieved in practice. Typically, references to grid independence indicate asymptotic
behavior of a limited aspect of the problem such as forces or moments. Attempts were
made to achieve limited grid independence with the computational grids utilized herein
by iterating on the placement of GridTool sources to obtain an optimal solution. The best
practices observed for placing sources in rotor grids is described below.
Unstructured grids are typically created by concentrating points on the surface of the
configuration and utilizing large spacing in the far field. The unstructured algorithm
automatically generates the volume mesh based on the specified surface spacing. This
process works well for most configurations, but fails to produce quality grids for rotary
wing problems. The problem with helicopter configurations is that the rotor induces
significant flow effects that occur away from the fuselage.
To ensure that adequate refinement was present in the rotor wake a two- to three-stage
approach was utilized. The first step is to generate a good surface distribution by following
the traditional approach outlined above. An example of the sourcing required for the first
step is shown Figure 16. Once the baseline grid is established, off-body sources are placed
to refine the grid in the region of the rotor wake. The precise location of the wake is
unknown for the second step, so three general source placement strategies are applied:
1. Place strong sources along the path swept by the blade tip.
2. Place medium strength sources along the path swept by the blade root.
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3. Place a series of lightly weighted line sources in the vicinity of the rotor to generate
a fairly uniform grid point distribution throughout a rotor wake box.
Figure 17 shows an example of this general rotor wake refinement strategy.
When a specific flow condition is considered a more precise wake refinement can be
applied. Prior to applying this refinement approach, a solution using the general wake
refinement strategy must be obtained. The typical process is to obtain an actuator disk
solution using the blade element loading model. Once the general rotor wake solution is
know, streamlines are generated with a flow visualization program. These streamlines are
then imported into GridTool and rotor wake sources are placed directly on the streamlines
as shown in Figure 18. The premise of the precise wake refinement strategy is to concentrate
grid points along the trajectory of the tip vortex.
It is important to note that the strategy for rotor wake refinement described here is
unnecessary when an adaptive unstructured method is utilized. Adaptive methods refine
the rotor wake as it develops, so only the first step of generating the baseline grid is required.
However, adaptive strategies can encounter difficulties after a few levels of refinement as
grids cells tend to become highly stretched. Refinement can also lead to numerical stiffness
if the grid size changes too rapidly.
(a) Side View (b) Top View
Figure 16: GridTool source distribution for a baseline configuration.
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(a) Side View (b) Top View
Figure 17: GridTool source distribution for general rotor wake refinement.
(a) Side View (b) Top View
Figure 18: GridTool source distribution for precise rotor wake refinement.
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4.2 Theoretical Rotor
The implementation of the actuator disk was verified through comparison with mo-
mentum theory. According to theory, a uniformly loaded actuator disk will accelerate a
flow such that the wake velocity far downstream of the disk is twice the induced velocity
at the disk center. The magnitude of the induced velocity, vi, is related to the rotor disk












The rate of climb, Vclimb, has the effect of decreasing the induced velocity below the hover
value. It should also be noted that Equation 60 is not valid for descent (i.e. Vclimb < 0).
Although any disk loading could be used, a value of TA = 6.26 lb/ft
2 was selected to match
the condition used by Bettschart [51]. This loading leads to a theoretical induced velocity
of 36.3 ft/s at the center of the disk for hover.
The computational grid had a nondimensional blade radius of one and the outer bound-
aries form a box whose sides are located ten radii from the center of the disk. A specified
back pressure boundary condition was used downstream of the actuator disk and charac-
teristic far field conditions were used on the remaining boundaries. Due to an occasional
instability at the back pressure boundary for true hover a climb rate of 32.8 ft/s was applied
(also used by Bettschart), reducing the expected induced velocity to 23.4 ft/s.
4.3 Supersonic Ramp
The overset implementation was tested using a supersonic ramp test case similar to the
one used to verify the overset implementation in USM3D [112]. The USM3D test case had
a 15◦ ramp and a M∞ = 2.5 free stream flow. In the current study the ramp angle was set to
be 14.51◦. For the 14.51◦ ramp, the exact pressure ratio across the shock is p2p1 = 2.4027 and
the corresponding shock angle is θshock = 36.4133◦ [113].
The primary goal of this test case is to verify that the shock is not distorted across the
overset grid boundaries. The lower grid ranges from the ramp surface to Z=0.6 and the
upper grid ranges from Z=0.4 to Z=1.5. The region between Z=0.4 and Z=0.6 is the overlap
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region between the two grids. The width of the grid is 0.5. The grid geometry is shown in
Figure 19.
Figure 19: Geometry for the supersonic ramp test case.
4.4 Georgia Institute of Technology (GIT) Model
The GIT rotor / airframe interaction configuration was utilized as the initial validation
case for all of the rotor models implemented into FUN3D. This geometry has been exten-
sively tested [11]-[18] in the GIT John J. Harper 7 ft x 9 ft wind tunnel [114]. A number of
convenient features make this model ideal for validating numerical analyses.
• Nearly rigid blades allow structural deformations to be neglected.
• A teetering rotor causes the blades to flap as a single body rather than individually.
• The pitch links are removed to reduce the hub size and decrease the number of rigid
body degrees of freedom for the blade.
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• The minimized hub size reduces hub effects on the flow.
• A simple fuselage geometry enables easier identification of flow effects.
• The radial symmetry of the fuselage allows for pressure measurements to be made
around the entire body.
Details of the testing procedure can be found in Brand [11] and Liou [16]. The CFD model
for this configuration with the wind tunnel floor and ceiling is shown in Figure 20.
Figure 20: CFD model of the GIT configuration with an actuator disk.
The GIT configuration consists of a cylindrical fuselage with a hemispherical nose
mounted from the wind tunnel floor through a strut that attaches to the rear face of the
fuselage. A summary of the model parameters normalized by the blade radius are shown
in Table 3. The fuselage length and strut dimensions are not given in the references, but
have been approximated from the diagrams given in Brand [11]. The fuselage length is
estimated to be three rotor radii. The strut is assumed to be cylindrical with a diameter
equal to one half the diameter of the fuselage. The strut is assumed to extend one rotor
radius downstream before bending 90 degrees and connecting to the floor.
The rotor is mounted from the ceiling via a rotor shaft that is tilted six degrees forward
to simulate forward flight. The rotor blades are rectangular and are comprised of the
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NACA 0015 airfoil section. The blades are untwisted and have a fixed collective pitch of
ten degrees. The dimensional blade radius is 0.4572 m. The hub center is located one radius
downstream of the fuselage nose and three tenths of a radius above the fuselage centerline.
The dimensions of the shaft have been approximated from the diagrams in Brand [11]. The
rotor shaft was assumed to be cylindrical with a diameter of 0.0678 R. After a shaft length
of one rotor radius the shaft diameter is increased to 0.1312 R, but this change probably has
negligible influence on the resulting flow.
Table 3: Geometry for the GIT Configuration
Variable Value
Fuselage Diameter 0.2931 R
Fuselage Nose Radius 0.1465 R
Fuselage Length (estimated) 3.0000 R
Floor Distance
(to fuselage centerline) 2.3684 R
Fuselage Angle of Attack 0◦
Fuselage Sideslip Angle 0◦
Strut Diameter (estimated) 0.1465 R
Shaft Diameter (estimated) 0.0678 R
Rotor Blade Radius 1.0000 R
Rotor Blade Chord 0.1881 R
Rotor Blade Cutout 0.0270 R






Rotor Shaft Angle -6.0◦
Two hub geometries were considered for the CFD model. The actual hub was essentially
71 mm tall, 51 mm wide, and 25 mm deep. A simplified geometry with a cylindrical shape
was created to approximate the hub influence when the rotor was on. The diameter of
the simplified hub is equal to the shortest dimension of the actual hub (25 mm). The
approximate hub is representative of the actual hub geometry, but is blended into the shaft
to reduce the number of fine details to resolve. A depiction of the CFD hub models is
shown in Figure 21.
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(a) Simplified (b) Approximate
Figure 21: GIT hub comparison: Simplified vs. Approximate.
In the present study an advance ratio of µ = 0.1 was selected for comparison. This
advance ratio is low enough to provide a strong rotor / airframe interaction while being
large enough to minimize the influence of the rotor wake reflecting off of the floor (i.e. no
ground effect). The rotor speed is fixed at a value of Ω = 2100 RPM corresponding to a tip
velocity of 100.5 m/s (Mtip = 0.295). This results in a very small free stream velocity of 10.05
m/s (M∞ = 0.0295). For this case the thrust coefficient and flap angles were measured [11]
to be CT = 0.009045, β1S = −2.02, and β1C = −1.94.
4.5 NASA Langley ROBIN Model
The NASA Langley ROtor Body INteraction (ROBIN) model is more representative of
an actual helicopter geometry, but is simple enough to be described by a set of equations.
The ROBIN model has been examined in a variety of experiments [9],[19]-[31] performed
in the NASA Langley 14 ft by 22 ft wind tunnel [115] (formerly known as the Langley
V/STOL tunnel). This model also provides a good database of information for validating
analyses. However, three different test arrangements have been utilized over the years.
The three arrangements differed by the mounting of the rotor and the fuselage support,
but the nondimensional description of the ROBIN fuselage is consistent among the various
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experiments. A summary of the test arrangements used in each experiment is listed below.
1. The Freeman and Mineck experiment [9] had a fuselage mounted rotor. The fuselage
was supported with an inclined sting. Figure 22 shows a sketch of this arrangement.
2. The Ghee and Elliott experiment [30] had a fuselage mounted rotor. The fuselage
was supported by a vertical strut.
3. The Mineck and Althoff experiment [31] had a ceiling mounted rotor. The fuselage
was supported by a vertical strut. A photograph of this arrangement is shown in
Figure 23.
The inflow experiments (References [19] to [27]) also used the second arrangement. Due to
differences in the experimental setup, the CFD model differs for each experimental setup.
Figure 22: ROBIN experimental setup. From Reference [9].
The ROBIN body and nacelle are generated through a set of super-ellipse equations.
Using the body longitudinal station, X/Lre f , the height (H), width (W), camber (Z0), and


















= C6 + C7





Each parameter depends on a set of eight coefficients. The Mineck and Althoff [31] coef-
ficients require logic statements to avoid division by zero in Equation 61. In the present
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Figure 23: ROBIN experimental setup. From Reference [31].
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work a modified set of coefficients is utilized, which generate the correct configuration, but
enable direct use of Equation 61. the modified coefficients are listed in Table 4 for the body
and Table 5 for the pylon.
Once the height, width, camber, and elliptical power are known the radial coordinate
for a given longitudinal station and angular coordinate, φ, can be computed.
r =





The cross section coordinates for a point on the body are computed from the following
equations.
Y/Lre f = r sinφ (63)
Z/Lre f = r cosφ + Z0 (64)
By varying the longitudinal coordinate (0 ≤ X/Lre f ≤ 2) and the angular coordinate (0 ≤
φ < 2π) the ROBIN fuselage can be completely described.
The U.S. Army 2-Meter Rotor Test System [116] was used for the rotor in all but the
Freeman and Mineck experiment. The ROBIN experiments typically used four rectangular
blades with a -8◦ linear twist (References [28, 29] used tapered blades). NACA 0012 airfoil
sections were used for all but the Freeman and Mineck experiment, which used a NACA
RC-10-(B) M002 profile.
In this study only two of the three experimental arrangements are modeled. Steady
simulations are compared to Freeman and Mineck [9] and unsteady computations are
validated with the Mineck and Althoff experiment [31]. Relevant model parameters for
both experiments are listed in Table 6. The rotor system was similar for both arrangements,
but Freeman and Mineck had a 16% longer nondimensional radius and a different airfoil
section. The other signifcant differences are the Mineck and Althoff rotor was shifted to
the right of the fuselage centerline and had a 32% larger rotor / fuselage clearance.
Rotor-off computations are compared with Run 12 Point 90 and Run 13 Point 94 in the
Freeman and Mineck experiment. These two tests were performed at the same conditions
and can therefore be used as an indication of the experimental uncertainty. For these test
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Table 4: ROBIN Body Shape Coefficients
0.0 < X/Lre f < 0.4
Function C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
H 1.0 -1.0 -0.4 0.4 1.8 0.0 0.25 1.8
W 1.0 -1.0 -0.4 0.4 2.0 0.0 0.25 2.0
Z0 1.0 -1.0 -0.4 0.4 1.8 -0.08 0.08 1.8
N 2.0 3.0 0.0 0.4 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
0.4 < X/Lre f < 0.8
Function C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
H 0.25 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
W 0.25 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
Z0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
N 5.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
0.8 < X/Lre f < 1.9
Function C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
H 1.0 -1.0 -0.8 1.1 1.5 0.05 0.2 0.6
W 1.0 -1.0 -0.8 1.1 1.5 0.05 0.2 0.6
Z0 1.0 -1.0 -0.8 1.1 1.5 0.04 -0.04 0.6
N 5.0 -3.0 -0.8 1.1 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
1.9 < X/Lre f < 2.0
Function C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
H 1.0 -1.0 -1.9 0.1 2.0 0.0 0.05 2.0
W 1.0 -1.0 -1.9 0.1 2.0 0.0 0.05 2.0
Z0 0.04 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
N 2.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
Table 5: ROBIN Pylon Shape Coefficients
0.4 < X/Lre f < 0.8
Function C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
H 1.0 -1.0 -0.8 0.4 3.0 0.0 0.145 3.0
W 1.0 -1.0 -0.8 0.4 3.0 0.0 0.166 3.0
Z0 0.125 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
N 5.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
0.8 < X/Lre f < 1.018
Function C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
H 1.0 -1.0 -0.8 0.218 2.0 0.0 0.145 2.0
W 1.0 -1.0 -0.8 0.218 2.0 0.0 0.166 2.0
Z0 1.0 -1.0 -0.8 1.1 1.5 0.065 0.06 0.6
N 5.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
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Reference Length, Lre f 5.164 ft 3.279 ft











Fuselage Angle of Attack Varies 0◦
Shaft Angle w.r.t. Fuselage -2.0◦ Varies
Fuselage Sideslip Angle 0◦ 1.2◦
Rotor Blade Radius 1.0 Lre f 0.861 Lre f
Rotor Blade Chord 0.0686 Lre f 0.0663 Lre f
Rotor Blade Cutout 0.2 Lre f 0.2066 Lre f
Rotor Blade Airfoil NACA RC-10-(B) M002 NACA 0012
Rotor Blade Twist -8.0◦ -8.0◦
the fuselage angle of attack was set to zero and the tunnel flow was set at 137.89 ft/s (M∞
= 0.1235).
The simple actuator disk models are compared to Run 25 Point 148 in the Freeman and
Mineck experiment. Test 25-148 was run at an advance ratio of 0.15, which corresponds
to a tunnel velocity of 97.3 ft/s (M∞ = 0.0871). The fuselage angle of attack was set to 2.86
degrees and the thrust coefficient was 0.00500.
The Results chapter compares with the Mineck and Althoff experiment. The run at
an advance ratio of 0.151 and thrust coefficient of 0.00643 was chosen as the basis for
comparison. Since the rotor is mounted from the ceiling the fuselage angle of attack is set
to zero for this case, but the rotor shaft is tilted forward three degrees with respect to the
free stream flow. The control angles are given as θ0 = 16.3◦, θ1S = −2.4◦, and θ1C = 2.7◦.
Test conditions for this case are summarized in Table 7. The assumed references conditions
are listed in Table 8.
4.6 ONERA Dauphin Model
The ONERA Dauphin configuration was obtained through a US-France Memorandum
of Agreement (MoA) for studying the effects of rotor /airframe interactions. This geometry
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Table 7: ROBIN Test Data
Variable Value
Advance Ratio, µ 0.151
Rotor Rotational Speed, Ω 2000 RPM
Free stream Mach Number, M∞ 0.080
Thrust Coefficient, CT 0.00643
Shaft Tilt, αsha f t 3.0◦
Collective Pitch, θ0.75R 10.3◦
Lateral Cyclic Pitch, θ1C 2.7◦
Longitudinal Cyclic Pitch, θ1S -2.4◦
Coning Angle (assumed), β0 1.5◦
Reynolds Number, Re 1.86x106
Table 8: ROBIN Reference Values
Variable Value
Density, ρ∞ 0.002378 slug/ft3
Viscosity, µ 3.74 x 10−7 slug/(ft*s)
Temperature, T 518.67 R
Length (half fuselage), Lre f 3.2792 ft
Velocity (compressible), a∞ 1116.4 ft/s
Velocity (incompressible), V∞ 89.278 ft/s
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has been tested [35]-[37] in the ONERA S2Ch (now decommissioned) and F1 [117] wind
tunnels. This configuration is a 1/7.7 scale model of the Eurocopter Dauphin 365N heli-
copter and is significantly more complex than the generic shapes of the GIT and ROBIN
models. A picture of the model in the ONERA F1 wind tunnel is shown in Figure 24.
Figure 24: Dauphin experimental setup. From Reference [111].
The rotor system is mounted on the fuselage and consists of four rectangular blades
with an OA209 airfoil shape. The blades have a radius of 0.75 m, a 0.05 m chord, and a
linear twist of -12 degrees [37]. The blades rotate clockwise when viewed from above with
a tip velocity of ΩR = 100 m/s. The rotor shaft is tilted forward 4 degrees with respect to
the fuselage reference line.
Due to the proprietary nature of this configuration, only previously published results
[111] are shown. All of the cases presented in this work are at a free stream Mach number
of M∞ = 0.044 and a fuselage angle of attack of αF = −3◦. This results in an advance






The majority of verification cases utilized the fully turbulent RANS equations coupled
with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. The viscous spacing for all RANS cases re-
sulted in a y+ < 1 over the fuselage. The two exceptions are the isolated rotor and the
overset verification cases, which were performed with the inviscid flow assumption. The
actuator disk is inherently and inviscid model, so the use of the RANS equations is unnec-
essary when a fuselage is absent from the computation. The overset ramp and overset GIT
computations utilized the inviscid flow option to reduce the number of nodes for these
cases, since access to a large memory computer was not available at the time. The incom-
pressible flow option is utilized for all of the isolated fuselage and source based actuator
disk cases, except where a direct comparison between compressible and incompressible
results is desired. An incompressible pressure jump actuator disk boundary condition was
not available, so all of these cases use the compressible flow option. The time-accurate
computations are performed with compressible flow, since the rotor tip speed becomes
important for these cases.
5.2 Flow Solver Verification
In this section the FUN3D flow solver is verified against the baseline experimental test
cases (i.e. the rotor-off cases). One item of particular interest during this investigation was
the ability of unstructured methods to model complex geometries. Although the details of
the experimental setup were not always known (e.g. strut and hub geometries), an attempt
was made to model as many features of the wind tunnel test geometry as possible. Features
that are specifically not modeled include:
• Hub details such as pitch linkages and hinges.
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• Fuselage gaps which are typically present at strut and hub attachment points.
• Geometric imperfections such as a dent, bump, or crease in a fuselage.
• The attachment from the blade root to the hub.
Modeling hub details is prohibitively expensive, since these features tend to be very small
and are in constant motion. The other detailed features are neglected because they are
either not well described or are simply unknown.
The isolated fuselage cases utilized the fully turbulent RANS equations coupled with
the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. The viscous spacing for these cases resulted in a
y+ < 1 over the fuselage. Since the free stream Mach number was less that 0.1 for GIT
and ROBIN geometries, the incompressible flow option is utilized for the isolated fuselage
computations.
5.2.1 GIT Configuration Without Rotor
The GIT configuration is a nominally simple fuselage, but the rotor-off pressure co-
efficient distribution has never been adequately captured by a computational technique.
Considering the simplicity of this model, an effort to successfully match the experimen-
tal pressure coefficient was undertaken. Previous investigations [46, 71, 78] have been
unsuccessful primarily because the rotor shaft and hub have been neglected from the com-
putational model. The shaft and hub are located in close proximity to the fuselage and
therefore create a local blockage in the flow. These features need to be modeled to match
the experimental trend and provide credibility to the computational result.
CFD solutions have been obtained for five hub variations for this configuration. The
isolated configuration follows the common CFD approach of neglecting the rotor shaft
and hub. The remaining cases included the rotor shaft and tested the two hub geometries
shown in Figure 21. The simplified hub was modeled as a cylinder with a diameter equal
to the shortest dimension of the actual hub. The approximate hub is a rigid representation
of the actual hub geometry, and therefore it can not flap about the teetering hinge.
The corresponding grid information is summarized in Table 9. The number of nodes
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nearly doubles when the hub is modeled because the rotor shaft and fuselage strut have also
been included. The strut, hub, and shaft are modeled as viscous walls, so the majority of the
additional nodes are introduced through the viscous layers generated on these features.
Additional nodes are required for the approximate hub due to the more detailed hub
representation. All of these grids are a product of iterative sourcing attempts in GridTool
to achieve a grid independent solution.
Table 9: GIT Rotor Off Grid Information
Configuration Nodes Tetrahedra Boundary Faces
Isolated Fuselage 1.1 million 6.3 million 76 thousand
Simplified Hub 1.9 million 11.1 million 115 thousand
Approximate Hub 2.1 million 12.1 million 136 thousand
The centerline pressure coefficient results for each of the cases are shown in Figure
25. The isolated fuselage obviously fails to predict the blockage (Cp = −0.3) attributed to
the rotor shaft. Using the simplified hub provides a good trend, but fails to predict the
magnitude of the pressure drop, resulting in a pressure coefficient of -0.09. The reason for
this discrepancy is attributed to the fact that the simplified hub is more aerodynamic than
the experimental hub, reducing its interference on the flow. The approximate hub improves
the prediction of the magnitude of the pressure drop (Cp = −0.24), but overpredicts the
pressure coefficient forward of the hub by 0.1. The overprediction is a result of the high
pressure region in the vicinity of the stagnation point on the forward face of the hub.
The CFD model clearly over predicts the pressure rise forward of the hub. Since the
orientation of the hub in the experiment was not known, a variety of orientations were
evaluated in an effort to rectify this discrepancy. When the widest side faces the incoming
flow (ψ = 0◦), the over prediction of the pressure is largest due to the larger surface area,
and hence the largest effective blockage. When the smaller face is oriented toward the flow
(ψ = 90◦) the over prediction reduces to approximately one-half the ψ = 0◦ value. A third
orientation, which hypothesized that the free stream velocity would blow the hub back in
the ψ = 0◦ orientation, was also tested. With a deflection angle of δ = 20◦ the result is
similar to that of the undeflected hub, but there is an aft shift in the hub influence. Since
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Figure 25: GIT rotor off centerline Cp distribution.
there is ambiguity in the precise orientation of the hub for the rotor-off experiments, further
investigation of the pressure over prediction was not pursued. An additional possibility
is that the bluff-body shape of the hub may have generated a unsteady separation, which
caused it to flap about the teetering hinge. Unsteady flow may have a relieving effect on
the high pressure region forward of the hub.
5.2.2 Robin Configuration Without Rotor
The ROBIN configuration was tested with and without the fuselage strut. Surface
pressures from the Freeman and Mineck experiment [9] were utilized in this investigation.
Although an exact strut model is not given in the report, the strut was approximated to
examine its influence on the fuselage surface pressure. Two of the experimental data sets
taken at the same conditions (Run 12 Point 90 and Run 13 Point 94) are compared with the
computational results from FUN3D. The experimental data from both the left and right
halves of the fuselage are shown to give an indication of experimental error and flow
unsteadiness. Both test points were taken in a free stream velocity of 138 ft/s (42.0 m/s) and
a fuselage angle of attack of zero. The tunnel free stream temperature and pressure are not
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specified and are assumed to be sea level standard atmosphere. Since this is a symmetric
configuration, the computational results were obtained by modeling half of the geometry.
The isolated fuselage configuration had 876,305 nodes and 5,049,303 tetrahedra. The grid
with the fuselage and strut consisted of 1,113,365 nodes and 6,363,703 tetrahedra.
A comparison of the predicted surface pressure coefficient contours is shown in Figure
26, where the isolated fuselage, experiment, and fuselage with strut are depicted from top
to bottom of the figure. For the purpose of comparison, the experimental data has been
mapped to the fuselage where available. The influence of the strut is observed to extend
over the sides of the fuselage. The region forward of the strut sees an increase in pressure
due to the blockage effects. Aft of the strut, the flow accelerates creating a low pressure
region that extends further aft than the isolated geometry. The prediction with the strut is
found to be in better agreement with the experimental contours in the area of the strut and
aft.
Figure 26: ROBIN surface Cp comparison for the isolated fuselage, experiment, and fuselage
with strut.
A quantitative comparison of the pressure data at the six cross sections in the vicinity
of the strut is shown in Figure 27. For reference, the strut attaches to the fuselage at
approximately X/L = 0.7, where L is defined to be one-half the fuselage length. Figure
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27(a) shows little influence due to the strut that far upstream. The minor differences here
are attributed to grid variations and provide an indication of the computational error.
At X/L = 0.4669 (Figure 27(b), the result with the strut shows a minor shift toward the
experimental data; however, this difference may be a result of the computational error and
not attributable to the strut. Figure 27(c) is the first section that indicates a significant effect
due to the strut. The lower portion of the fuselage sees an increased pressure due to the
blockage created by strut. Naturally, the pressure rise increases closer to the strut and
reaches a maximum on the lower centerline where ∆Cp = 0.1.
Just aft of the strut (Figure 27(d) the flow acceleration creates a significant decrease in
pressure (∆Cp = −0.4 along the bottom centerline). Unfortunately the cross section in the
immediate vicinity of the strut did not include experimental data over the lower half of
the fuselage. However, the next section downstream of the strut, shown in Figure 27(e),
had pressure taps that extended down to the lower half. At this cross-section an excellent
agreement with the experimental data is obtained, verifying once again the importance of
modeling all aspects of the geometry. In Figure 27(f) the experimental data indicate that
the influence of the strut is still present, but the CFD solution no longer demonstrates a
significant effect. The probable reason that the X/L = 1.1619 section no longer sees a strut
influence is that the separated flow region aft of the strut is not correctly captured by the
approximate strut geometry. There may also have been a gap between the fuselage and
strut that may have also influenced the flow in unexpected ways such as flow leakage (e.g.,
the Dauphin experimental results in the following chapter).
5.3 Actuator Disk Verification
The actuator disk implementation was verified by investigating an isolated rotor with
a uniform disk loading in near hover conditions. A uniform disk loading of 6.26 lb/ft2
was used to duplicate the conditions used by Bettschart [51]. An initial coarse grid was
created by clustering nodes at the tip of the actuator disk. Additional sources to refine the
rotor wake were not used for the initial grid. This resulted in a grid with 94,678 nodes and
552,909 tetrahedra. The actuator disk model acts on the inviscid portion of the governing
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Cross-section Locations
(a) X/L = 0.3498 (b) X/L = 0.4669
(c) X/L = 0.6003 (d) X/L = 0.8809
(e) X/L = 1.0008 (f) X/L = 1.1619
Figure 27: ROBIN cross-section Cp in the vicinity of the strut.
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equations, so the use of the RANS equations was deemed unnecessary since a fuselage
is absent from the isolated rotor computations. Both incompressible and compressible
computations are performed in this section to study the effect of compressibility on the
solution. The source grid was held constant at 200 radial by 720 azimuthal sources, which
is overly fine for the isolated actuator disk study.
5.3.1 Isolated Rotor In Hover
Vorticity contours normalized by a reference velocity of 2vi are shown in Figure 28.
The compressible tip vortex sheet is observed to diffuse faster than the incompressible
case. However, both are found to degrade more rapidly than desired. A small amount of
vorticity is observed to be generated in the vicinity of the incompressible actuator disk as
a result of source placement. This negligible vorticity is a result of how close the sources
are to their associated nodes. The reason this vorticity does not appear in the compressible
actuator disk solution is a result of the increased diffusion observed for compressible
solutions.
The grid was subsequently refined by applying the precise wake refinement strategy
described in the previous chapter. Refinement of the rotor wake yielded a fine hover
grid with 799,972 nodes and 4,682,955 tetrahedra. Figure 29 shows the vorticity contours
generated on the fine grid. The resulting contours are significantly improved and the
vortex is found to propagate downstream with significantly less diffusion than the coarse
grid solution. The incompressible solver is once again observed to preserve the tip vortex
sheet better than the compressible solver. This is particularly important in establishing the
velocity induced by the rotor as shown in Figure 30.
As a vortex diffuses, the effective distance between the vortex and any point in the
flow decreases. Assuming the diffused vortex maintains its total strength, the decreased
distance causes the velocity induced by the vortex at a point in the flow to increase by the
Biot-Savart Law. This explains the induced velocity trend observed for the coarse grid.
The vortex initially diffuses inward while maintaining its overall strength, creating a large








Figure 29: Vorticity contours for a uniform source disk in hover on a fine grid.
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Figure 30: Induced velocity through the centerline of the actuator disk in near hover
conditions.
dissipate, which causes the induced velocity to decrease and eventually return to the free
stream value.
For the fine grids, the tip vortex is found to be sufficiently captured, allowing the
induced velocity to approach the theoretical value of 2. The incompressible solution is
found to come closer to the theoretical value of 2, which indicates that it does not suffer
as much dissipation as the compressible solution. The fine grid results compare well with
the ONERA result [51], which also used a refined rotor wake. The induced velocity for
the refined grid cases are shown in Figure 31. Although it is not as obvious as it was with
the vorticity contours, the compressible velocity contours also show signs of increased
diffusion when compared to the incompressible solution.
5.3.2 Isolated Rotor In Forward Flight
Similar results were also obtained for an isolated rotor in forward flight. For this case
an advance ratio of µ = 0.1 was chosen and the disk was aligned at to the free stream at
α = 0◦. The precise wake refinement strategy was utilized by generating streamlines from
the coarse grid solution in forward flight. The fine forward flight grid had 721,354 nodes
and 4,221,090 tetrahedra.




Figure 31: Velocity contours for a uniform source disk in hover on a fine grid.
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in hover, the compressible solution is found to diffuse the tip vortex more rapidly than
the incompressible solution. Another observation in forward flight is that the forward tip
vortex passes through the plane of the actuator disk while the aft tip vortex propagates
away from the disk. The interaction between the actuator disk and the forward tip vortex
is observed to significantly increase the rate of diffusion for the tip vortex.
Contours of the velocity normal to the actuator disk are shown in Figure 33. The largest
difference is observed in the region just below the aft disk tip, where the incompressible
velocity contours tend to show sharper features than the compressible ones. This is a direct
result of the vortex diffusion smearing out the details in the compressible case. Another
observation for the forward flight condition is that the rotor wake distorts as it propagates
away from the disk. This differs from theoretical models that assume a wake skew angle.
In the present actuator disk result the wake shows a variable skew angle, demonstrating
that the wake is developing from first-principles.
5.4 Simple Actuator Disk Loading Models
5.4.1 GIT with a Uniform and Linear Disk Loading
The rotor results for the GIT configuration were initially obtained with a pressure jump
actuator disk. The free stream Mach number for this case was M∞ = 0.029 and the fuselage
angle of attack was zero. The actuator disk was tilted forward 6 degrees with respect to the
fuselage and the blade flap was not modeled. The advance ratio for this case was µ=0.1.
In this result the rotor shaft and hub were neglected, but will be considered in the source-
based actuator disk results. The grid in this study was based on the isolated configuration,
but has additional grid refinement in the rotor wake to give a total of 1,826,529 nodes with
20,834 nodes on the fuselage surface. Both of these cases were run using the compressible
flow option in FUN3D, since a robust incompressible pressure jump boundary condition
could not be obtained. The fully-turbulent RANS equations are solved for both the pressure
jump and source based actuator disk methods in this section.
A pressure coefficient comparison for the uniform and linear actuator disk models along








Figure 33: Normal velocity contours for a uniform source disk in forward flight on a fine
grid.
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model is found to significantly over predict the pressure at the center of the disk as a result
of the uniform loading assumption. The linear model correlates well with the experiment,
since it uses a more realistic loading. The streamlines predicted by the two results are
plotted in Figure 35. The uniform pressure actuator disk induces a larger downwash over
most of the disk area. When the linearly varying load is applied, the rotor downwash is
primarily concentrated at the disk tips. An interesting aspect of the linearly varying load is
that very little rotor downwash is observed in the center of the disk as a result of the light
disk loading in this region.
Figure 34: Cp distribution for the GIT configuration with a pressure jump actuator disk.
(a) Uniform Loading (b) Linear Loading
Figure 35: Streamline comparison for the GIT configuration with a pressure jump actuator
disk.
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Uniform and linear loading results were also obtained for the GIT configuration with
a source-based actuator disk. Since the source-based actuator disk is easily integrated
into the grid, the fuselage strut, rotor shaft, and hub were included for the source model
computations. This grid utilized a general rotor wake refinement strategy which resulted
in 1,890,497 nodes and 11,066,200 tetrahedra. The fuselage surface was paneled with 59,689
triangular faces. The source-based actuator disk cases utilized the incompressible option in
FUN3D, since this is the preferred flow option for predicting fuselage aerodynamics at low
Mach numbers. The coarse source distributions had 100 radial by 720 azimuthal sources.
The fine source grid doubled the number of radial sources. Further refinement in either
the azimuthal or radial direction had no effect on the solution.
The centerline pressure coefficient distributions are shown for both loading models
in Figure 36. Once again the uniform distribution is over predicting the pressure in the
hub region. However, the uniform source result differs from the pressure jump actuator
disk due to the influence of the rotor shaft and hub. The linear model does a good job of
predicting the low pressure in the hub region, but fails to exhibit the pressure peaks that
were seen in the pressure jump disk model. The number of disk sources was doubled for the
linear model to see if the peak pressure loss was a result of a coarse source distribution. The
surface pressure in the vicinity of the disk tips was observed to change, but the additional
refinement had no effect on the peak pressure. The presence of the stationary rotor shaft
appears to be the primary reason for the loss of peak pressure. The blade element loading
was observed to recover the peak pressures when the rotor shaft and hub were present, so
the difference in the linear loading pressure coefficient trends was not pursued further.
The pressure coefficient contours in symmetry plane of the configuration are shown in
Figure 37. The uniform model clearly shows an increased pressure under the hub when
compared with the linear model. The low pressure region above the uniform loaded
actuator disk also appears to be more uniformly distributed. The linear model shows the
low pressure regions to be concentrated at the tips of the actuator disk. The constant model
also shows signs of an increased rotor downwash effect, since the energized rotor wake
creates a high pressure region on the fuselage strut at a lower position than observed with
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Figure 36: Cp distribution for the GIT configuration with a uniform and linear source based
actuator disk.
the linear loading model.
(a) Uniform Loading (b) Linear Loading
Figure 37: Cp contours for GIT configuration with a uniform and linear source based
actuator disk.
Visualization of the vorticity generated by the linear loading model is shown in Figure
38. A clear vortex ring is seen around the tip of the actuator disk. The effects of numerical
diffusion in the scheme are also apparent, since only a ring is visible and not a cylindrical
wake. However, if the magnitude of the contour was reduced, more of the vortex wake
would become visible. The other clear feature of the actuator disk wake is the roll up of
the tip vortex that occurs in forward flight. This tip vortex is the result of the differential
pressures of the actuator disk, which acts as a pseudo lifting surface or wing. The resulting
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structure is similar for the constant model.
The tip vortex roll up is symmetric for both the constant and linear models since the
loading does not vary by azimuth for these simple models. This is clearly apparent in
Figure 39 showing the vorticity contours at the X=2.0 plane. This slice is taken at the rear
tip of the actuator disk, which is why a strong vorticity region is located above the fuselage.
The vortex sheet from the forward portion of the disk still exists as seen by the contours
located under the fuselage that extend out to the tip roll up.
Figure 38: GIT vorticity iso-surfaces with a linear actuator disk.
5.4.2 ROBIN with a Uniform and Linear Disk Loading
The ROBIN fuselage with the approximated strut was tested with the pressure jump
actuator disk model and compared to Run 25, Point 148 from the Freeman and Mineck
experiment [9]. The advance ratio for this case is µ = 0.15, which corresponds to a free
stream Mach number of Min f = 0.087. The fuselage angle of attack with respect to the free
stream was 2.86◦. The rotor shaft was tilted forward 2.00◦ with respect to the fuselage
reference line. The actuator disk was defined in the shaft plane and did not account for the
20% cutout or the blade flap. The rotor thrust coefficient for this case was CT = 0.005. The
grid for this study had a total of 1.83 million nodes with 107,839 triangular faces on the
fuselage. Once again, the compressible flow option was exercised for this investigation,
since an incompressible pressure jump boundary condition was not available.
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Figure 39: GIT vorticity contours at X/R = 2.0 with a linear actuator disk.
Pressure coefficient contours on the fuselage surface and symmetry plane are shown
in Figure 40. The pressure over the nose region in both cases is found to exhibit a similar
trend, indicating that the free stream flow is the dominant factor in this region. Similar to
the GIT result, the constant distribution generates increased pressure over the hub region.
However, it should also be noted that the large hub pressures are being exacerbated by the
fact that the 20% cutout of the disk was not included. The increased tip load causes the
linear model to predict a larger tail pressure.
An indication of how well each model is performing is obtained by comparing the
computational result with the experimental pressure coefficient values as shown in Figure
41 and Figure 42. In the nose region (Figure 41(a)-(d) the uniform and linear distributions
give similar results and are in good agreement with the experiment. Due to the proximity
to the forward disk tip, the linear loading model tends to predict a slightly larger pressure
over the nose region. In between the nose and pylon (Figure 41(e)-(g) the computational
results remain similar to one another and in good agreement with the experiment. For the




Figure 40: Cp contours for ROBIN configuration with a pressure jump actuator disk bound-
ary condition.
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the side of the fuselage. The uniform loading begins to show larger pressures than linear
model over the upper half of the fuselage in Figure 41(g).
Over the hub (Figure 42(a)-(d), the uniform model clearly over predicts the pressure
and does not provide a good correlation with the experiment. In contrast, the linear model
demonstrates an excellent correlation with the experiment, especially near the center of the
disk (Figure 42(b). The tail sections (Figure 42(e)-(g) indicate that the linear model is over
predicting the pressure, most likely since the cut-out was not modeled so that the source
magnitude is lower than it should be. In this region the constant model shows a better
trend compared to the experiment.
The inflow due to the simple actuator disk loading models was also investigated by
comparing with experimental inflow measurements [19]. The computed and experimental
inflow distributions are shown in Figure 43. It is clearly seen that neither loading model
obtains a good correlation with experiment. However, each model is predicting the inflow
reasonably well over portions of the disk. Both models show the upwash over the forward
tip of the disk. On the advancing and retreating sides of the disk, the linear model shows a
stronger downwash similar to what is observed in the experiment. However, the constant
model shows a better correlation with experiment at ψ = 0. The poor inflow correlation
with the experiment over the aft region of the linearly loaded actuator disk is consistent with
the poor experimental pressure coefficient trend over the tail of the ROBIN. Streamlines
for both disk loading models are shown in Figure 44. The streamline trends are consistent
with the disk inflow. The linear model generates a weak downwash over the aft portion
of the disk, so the streamlines show predominately streamwise flow over the tail of the
configuration. The constant model shows that the rotor wake is impacting the tail.
5.5 Blade Element Loading Model
5.5.1 GIT with a Blade Element Disk Loading
The blade element loading model was verified using the GIT configuration at an ad-
vance ratio of µ=0.1. The GIT grid utilized in this case was the same as the one used for
testing the uniform and linear loading actuator disk. Unless otherwise noted, all of the
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(a) X/L = 0.0517 (b) X/L = 0.0941
(c) X/L = 0.1451 (d) X/L = 0.2007
(e) X/L = 0.2562 (f) X/L = 0.3074
(g) X/L = 0.3498
Figure 41: ROBIN front cross-section Cp due to the uniform and linear actuator disk.
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(a) X/L = 0.4669 (b) X/L = 0.6003
(c) X/L = 0.8809 (d) X/L = 1.0008
(e) X/L = 1.1619 (f) X/L = 1.3455
(g) X/L = 1.5305
Figure 42: ROBIN rear cross-section Cp due to the uniform and linear actuator disk.
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Figure 43: ROBIN downwash measurements through the rotor disk
Uniform Actuator Disk
Linear Actuator Disk
Figure 44: Streamlines for the ROBIN configuration (µ=0.15).
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blade element cases utilize the incompressible option in FUN3D. A 200 x 720 source grid
was utilized for the blade element computations, since this distribution was found to gen-
erate a source independent solution. The advantage of this loading model is that it adjusts
to the computed inflow, providing a more realistic disk loading. One of the biggest benefits
of the blade element model is that flow asymmetry in forward flight develops naturally.
Figure 45 shows the vorticity iso-surfaces generated by the blade element model. Unlike
the linear model, the blade element model generates different tip vortex rollup behavior
on the advancing side and retreating side. This is more clearly illustrated in Figure 46,
showing the vorticity contours in the X=2.0 plane. The advancing blade (left side of fig-
ure) generates a stronger tip vortex rollup, which descends faster than the retreating blade
rollup.
Figure 45: GIT vorticity iso-surfaces with the blade element model.
Another advantage of the blade element method is that details of the blade can be
included in the model to provide higher levels of fidelity in the computation. Of course
this also means that to take full advantage of the method more information has to be
provided to the solver. Two particular features of the model were examined in detail, the
blade flap and the rotor drag force effect.
Four cases were considered for the blade flap comparison by switching on and off
two model inputs: flap displacement and flap velocity. The flap displacement represents
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Figure 46: GIT vorticity contours at x=2.0 with the blade element model.
whether the sources are distributed in the plane normal to the rotor shaft or moved above
(β > 0) or below (β < 0) the plane. Turning on the flap displacement has two effects:
1. The location where the sources act on the flow changes.
2. The orientation of the blade section changes, altering the computed inflow angle.
The first effect has the largest influence on the flow, since the location of the source is
changed. However, the second effect could also become significant for large flap angles.
Activating the flap velocity adds the contribution of the dynamic flap motion to the com-
putation of the velocity normal to the blade section as shown in Equation 44.
The centerline pressure coefficient distributions computed for the four flap cases are
shown in Figure 47. Disregarding both the displacement and velocity effect matches the
trend of the experimental measurements, but the forward and aft peak predictions are off
by∆Cp = −0.33 and∆Cp = −0.65, respectively. When the flap displacement is incorporated
into the model the difference in the aft peak prediction improves to ∆Cp = −0.44. Since
the blade flaps down at ψ = 0 (aft peak), the sources move closer to the fuselage and an
increase in the aft surface pressure is obtained. The flap velocity is observed to have a
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much stronger effect on the result. Both cases that included the flap velocity in the model
obtained a significantly reduced forward peak prediction (∆Cp = −1.0). However, better
agreement in the range 0 < X/R < 0.3 is obtained. When all of the flap effects are included
the aft pressure peak is overpredicted (∆Cp = 0.44), but the correlation in the range of
1.0 < X/R < 1.75 is better than the other models.
Figure 47: GIT flap contribution comparison for the blade element model.
Including both the flap displacement and flap velocity is considered to be most physi-
cally accurate representation, so this case served as the baseline for testing the effect of the
blade section drag force. It is interesting to note that the drag force is frequently neglected
in a boundary-condition-based method, since it can not be applied as consistently as it can
in the source-based approach and can lead to nonphysical solutions [50]. Figure 48 shows
the effect of adding the rotor drag effect. Including the drag force reduces the computed
surface pressure coefficient by approximately 0.15 over the inner 80% of the rotor disk.
Between X/R = 1.0 and X/R = 1.8 the computed pressure coefficient is within 0.05 of the
experimental value. The primary influence of the blade section drag force is on the wake
velocity as shown in Figure 49. The effect of the drag force is to induce a small reduction
the angle of attack, which is the primary reason for the change in the centerline pressure
coefficient distribution.
Two questions arise as a result of this study. The first is the over prediction of the aft
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Figure 48: GIT effect of the drag force on the blade element model.
No Swirl
Swirl Included
Figure 49: GIT effect of the drag force on v velocity in the y=0 plane.
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pressure peak. This may be explained by the fact that no tip corrections are applied to the
blade element method to account for the decrease in lift at the tip. Rajagopalan and Lim
[45] point out that three-dimensional flow effects occur for two different reasons:
1. Tip vortex induced velocity
2. Pressure equalization at the blade tip
The tip vortex effect is accounted for by the solver simply by the fact that the actuator disk
generates a tip vortex sheet. However, pressure equalization can not occur naturally, since
the blades are not physically modeled. Chaffin and Berry [49] also applied a tip correction
by linearly decreasing the load over the outboard 5% of the blade.
The second question is why the more physically correct flapping model fails to predict
the forward peak pressure. This appears to be a result of the steady state assumption used
to derive the actuator disk. Examination of the unsteady experimental surface pressures in
Brand’s dissertation [11], shows that the tip vortex causes significant pressure excursions
on the fuselage surface. This implies that the forward peak is primarily an unsteady effect,
which invalidates the steady-state actuator disk assumption. A simple two-dimensional
analysis helps to reinforce this point. Figure 50 shows the resulting blade downwash
resulting from a line vortex and a point vortex shed from the blade tip. The line vortex
generates a relatively smooth downwash across the disk similar to the result expected from
a vortex sheet. If the vortex exists in discrete elements, as it would for a helical vortex wake,
the downwash on the blade exhibits a strong pulse whenever it passes over the vortex.
Therefore, in cases where there is a strong blade vortex interaction, the actuator disk model
can not be expected to adequately resolve the flow. Zori, et. al. [46] also failed to capture
the forward peak when including the blade flap effect. Park et. al. [76], as well as Lee and
Kwon did not include the blade flap and obtained a result similar to the shaft-plane-aligned
disk described above. Mavris did observe the forward peak in his dissertation [42], as he
used an unsteady free-vortex-wake method.
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Figure 50: Two dimensional blade downwash resulting from a point and line vortex.
5.6 Actuator Blade Model
The actuator blade model was tested on the GIT configuration, using the same grid as
the source-based actuator disk models. The primary focus of this investigation was to verify
that the actuator blade model is capable of providing useful unsteady results. The actuator
blade model was solved using compressible flow, since initial transients were found to
drive the incompressible solution unstable. Increasing the number of subiterations during
the solution start-up may potentially remedy this problem. The actuator blade sources
distribution for this case was 2 blades by 200 radial by 20 chordwise.
The force and moment histories are shown as a function of blade azimuth in Figure 51
and Figure 52, respectively. The force history demonstrates the importance of accounting
for unsteady effects. When the blade passes over the fuselage, a large fuselage down force
is observed. The moment history shows that the fuselage experiences a significant yawing
moment that switches from nose left to nose right during the blade passage. If this were a
real configuration these strong blade passage effects would have a significant influence on
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handling qualities and vibration.
Figure 51: GIT fuselage force history with actuator blade model.
Figure 52: GIT fuselage moment history with actuator blade model.
Figure 53 shows the variation of the upper centerline pressure coefficient as a function of
blade azimuth. The effect of the blade passage is clearly shown. One interesting feature of
this result is that the forward peak is stronger and sharper than the rear peak. The increased
magnitude is a result of the blade passing closer to the fuselage. The interaction between
the fuselage and the tip vortex is also visible, especially over the rear of the configuration.
The influence of the tip vortex shows up as a ripple in pressure that propagates downstream
as the blade rotates. The rear vortex continues to propagate to the end of the fuselage, but
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the forward vortex influence appears to dissipate during the blade passage. Vorticity iso-
surfaces are shown in Figure 54. The helical structure of the rotor wake with the actuator
blade model is yet another indicator that a time varying behavior is being modeled.
5.7 Overset Verification
5.7.1 Static Overset
The static overset implementation was tested using a steady state supersonic ramp test
case that was designed to be similar to the case used to verify the overset implementation
in USM3D [112]. Here, a ramp angle of 14.51◦ is utilized, and the exact pressure ratio across
the shock is known to be p2p1 = 2.4027 [113]. The shock angle for this case is computed to
be θshock = 36.4133◦ [113]. The grid spacing used in the current study is denser than the
USM3D study because node-based schemes (FUN3D) require more grid nodes than cell-
centered schemes (USM3D) to obtain the same level of accuracy. In general, the number of
nodes in a node-based scheme should be equal to the number of tetrahedra in a cell-based
scheme for equivalent accuracy. The single grid contained 1,258,779 nodes and 7,190,812
tetrahedra. The overset version of the grid had a total of 1,535,289 nodes and 8,729,654
tetrahedra, where 691,040 nodes come from the bottom grid and 844,249 nodes belong to
the top grid. The compressible flow option was required for this test case, since supersonic
flow was being modeled.
The Mach contours for the single and overset grids are shown in Figure 55. The transfer
of information across the overset grid boundaries is observed to cause negligible distortion
to the shock, verifying that the overset implementation is working properly.
The pressure ratio is also plotted along the ramp surface in Figure 56a and along the
line z = 0.50 in Figure 56b. In each case the pressure jump is found to match the exact value
of 2.4027. Figure 56b also shows that the location of the shock (Xshock = 0.50tanθshock = 0.6779) is
well predicted. The agreement with the known values provides an additional validation




Figure 53: GIT upper centerline unsteady Cp variation with the actuator blade model.
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Figure 54: GIT vorticity iso-surfaces with actuator blade model.
(a) Single Grid (b) Overset Grid
Figure 55: Mach contours for a supersonic ramp.
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(a) Surface Distribution (b) Line through z = 0.50
Figure 56: Mach contours for a supersonic ramp.
5.7.2 Dynamic Overset
The dynamic overset implementation was also tested using the GIT configuration with-
out the strut or hub modeled. These results were presented at the 31st European Rotorcraft
Forum [77]. The GIT configuration has a teetering hub that is not articulated to allow pitch
input, enabling both blades to be modeled with one dynamic grid. Therefore, this inves-
tigation used one stationary fuselage grid and one dynamic rotor grid. The fuselage grid
had 1,870,639 nodes with 36,119 nodes on the fuselage. The blade grid consisted of 420,709
nodes and had total 15,784 nodes on the blade surfaces. Therefore, the combined grid
had 2,291,348 nodes and 51,903 surface nodes. The dynamic overset rotor implementation
was verified with the compressible, inviscid equation set in FUN3D. The RANS equations
were not utilized in an effort to reduce the number of grid points for this preliminary
computation.
The most important aspect of a dynamic overset solution is that the flow is successfully
transferred across the overset boundary at each timestep. This can be affirmed by examin-
ing contours of the flow variables in the overlap region to ensure that they are consistent.
The pressure and u velocity contours are shown in the overlap region for the current case in
Figure 57 and Figure 58, respectively. Minor differences exist between the two predictions,
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but overall the contours are in good agreement with each other, indicating that the flow
information is being transmitted across the boundaries correctly.
Figure 57: Cp in the overlap region for the GIT configuration.
Of course to verify that result is reasonable, it is also necessary to compare with exper-
imental data. Time-averaged surface pressure coefficient distributions are shown for the
top, right, and left centerlines in Figures 59, 60, and 61, respectively. The upper centerline
shows a fairly good correlation with the data. The only exceptions are at the forward
peak, where the pressure is under predicted, and at the aft peak where the pressure is
over predicted. The forward peak appears to suffer due to the diffusion of the previous tip
vortex. The diffusion also appears to cause the vortex to lag the experimentally observed
vortex, which is indicated by the leftward shift of the computed forward peak compared
to the experimental result. The aft vortex over prediction may be a result of the rotor shaft
not being present, allowing the flow to go undisturbed and possibly increasing the rotor
inflow at the tip.
The right side distribution also demonstrates a good correlation with the experiment.
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Figure 58: U velocity in the overlap region for the GIT configuration.
Figure 59: GIT overset time averaged upper centerline Cp distribution.
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The previous vortex once again shows signs of diffusion. The aft vortex appears to cause a
much stronger reduction in pressure than observed in the experiment (∆Cp = −0.7). There
are potentially two mechanisms at work here. The first is the over prediction of pressure
seen on the top centerline and the second is that this case was run inviscid. If any separation
is present over the side of the fuselage, the inviscid assumption would not be valid.
Figure 60: GIT overset time averaged right centerline Cp distribution.
The left distribution shows the general trend of the data, but overall has a much poorer
correlation than the right centerline. On the left side a different mechanism may be at work
than on the right. Here the vortex is sweeping over the fuselage unlike the right side where
the vortex is colliding with the fuselage. This sweeping effect may also require modeling
of the viscous flow over the fuselage to be correctly captured. The aft vortex influence also
shows the same trend as the right, which again is likely due to the over prediction of the
tip vortex strength and the inviscid flow assumption.
Examining the vorticity provides some insight into the pressure predictions. Figure
62 shows the vorticity iso-surface generated after three blade revolutions (ψ = 1080◦).
Over the forward half of the fuselage the current vortex and previous blade vortex are still
present on both the left and right side of the fuselage. However, the vortex from 360◦ ago
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Figure 61: GIT overset time averaged left centerline Cp distribution.
is only visible on the left side. According to the wake visualization from Brand [11], this
vortex dissipates due to its interaction with the fuselage. The fact that this vortex still exists
on the left side is the likely reason the left side correlation is less accurate than the right side
correlation. Over the aft portion of the fuselage, the tip vortex exists for a longer duration.
Some vorticity is also seen to exist in the region near the aft vortex that is half a revolution
old. This additional vorticity is derived from the root vortex of the blades and may be a
source of the poor pressure correlation over the aft portion of the fuselage.
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The Dauphin configuration was investigated as a subtask of the US-France MoA. Each
of the three MoA participants on this task applied a different RANS-based CFD method to
study the Dauphin aerodynamics. ONERA used a multi-block, structured solver (elsA),
AFDD used an overset, structured solver (OVERFLOW), and GIT used an unstructured
solver (FUN3D). Each of the partners attempted to utilize a grid size of approximately
7 million nodes, but computer memory limited the GIT grid to approximately 5 million
nodes with 95 thousand surface nodes. The wall spacing for each of three methods was
such that y+ < 1. FUN3D was run using the incompressible flow option and elsA and
OVERFLOW utilized a preconditioned compressible scheme. Details of the test conditions
can be found in Chapter IV. Additional information related to the MoA investigation is
presented in Renaud et al. [111].
The first stage of the investigation examined the flow over an isolated fuselage. The
centerline pressure coefficient comparison of the three RANS methods is shown in Figure
63. The FUN3D result is consistent with its structured counterparts and there is generally
good agreement between the CFD computations and the experimental data. Aft of the
pylon the upper centerline computations differ by roughly ∆Cp = 0.1 to 0.2 from the
experiment. Since all three of the CFD methods consistently predict this shift, possible
discrepancies between the computational geometry and the wind tunnel geometry are
being investigated [111]. The lower centerline shows significant differences in the pressure
coefficient near X = 0.50m, because the strut was not modeled in the initial comparison.
Differences in the lower centerline experimental data are a result of taping the gap between
the fuselage and strut in the F1 experiment.




Figure 63: Dauphin rotor off centerline Cp distribution. From Reference [111].
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fuselage strut was added to the CFD model. Figure 64 shows the lower centerline pressure
coefficient with and without the strut. Similar to the GIT and ROBIN configurations, the
Dauphin shows a dramatically improved correlation with experiment when the strut is
included. The Dauphin strut is a symmetric airfoil shape, so the downstream influence is
not large. However, the stagnation point on the leading edge of the strut decelerates the
flow, causing the pressure to increase as the flow approaches the strut.
The next phase of the study was to examine the influence of actuator disk rotor models
on the configuration. Uniform and nonuniform disk loadings were applied to the Dauphin
CFD model. The nonuniform loading was generated in a decoupled manner with the
rotorcraft comprehensive code, HOST [118]. Figure 65 shows the upper centerline surface
pressures computed with the uniform and nonuniform actuator disk. Both actuator disk
models predict similar pressures over the forward portion of the fuselage, indicating a
strong freestream influence. The uniform actuator disk is found to over predict the down-
load along the tail boom, while the nonuniform actuator disk shows a good correlation with
experiment over most of the centerline. Results in the region immediately downstream
of the engines (X > 0.7) still indicate a difference with experimental, but the nonuniform
results correlate better with the experiment in that region than the rotor-off or uniform
rotor results. As indicated previously, an investigation into the model geometry in this
region is underway.
Figure 66 shows the X component of vorticity resulting from the uniform actuator
disk, nonuniform actuator disk, and experiment. As expected, the uniform actuator disk
results in a symmetric distribution of vorticity about the centerline. Agreement between
the uniform disk loading and the experiment is generally observed in the prediction of the
tip vortex roll-up, but the asymmetry of the advancing and retreating sides is missed. The
vorticity computed with a nonuniform disk loading is clearly asymmetrical, reflecting the
nonuniform load distribution on the rotor. The nonuniform computation is more consistent
with the experiment, showing many of the same features in the experimentally measured
range.
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Figure 64: Dauphin rotor off lower centerline Cp distribution with strut. From Reference
[111].
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(a) Uniform Disk Loading
(b) Nonuniform Disk Loading
Figure 65: Dauphin upper centerline Cp distribution with an actuator disk. From Reference
[111].
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(a) Uniform Disk Loading
(b) Nonuniform Disk Loading
(c) Experimental PIV Measurement
Figure 66: Dauphin ωx contours at X = 1.1375m. From Reference [111].
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6.2 ROBIN Investigation
The ROBIN configuration was investigated in more detail to compare the capabilities
of the various rotor models. The µ = 0.151 and CT = 0.0064 case from the Mineck and
Althoff-Gorton experiment [31] was selected for this comparison. Each simulation in
this section was run on the same fuselage grid to remove any bias due to differences in
the computational mesh. The fuselage grid spacing was based on previous experience
and the rotor wake spacing utilized the precise refinement strategy previously discussed.
The details of the test geometry are presented in Chapter IV. In this section references
to nondimensional fuselage stations X/L, Y/L, and Z/L will be written as X, Y, and Z
respectively
The ROBIN fuselage grid consists of 1,671,270 nodes and 9,765,903 tetrahedral elements.
The boundary layer mesh is approximately 11 layers thick and contains 493,521 nodes
(approximately 30% of the mesh). The viscous spacing ensured that y+ < 1 over the
fuselage for this flow condition. The ROBIN fuselage has 34,724 surface nodes that connect
to form 69,270 surface triangles. The rotor shaft and fuselage strut include 3,590 and 2,125
surface nodes, respectively. The fuselage is clearly the region of interest and therefore
the majority of the grid points are concentrated there. The overset computation also uses
four rotor blade grids, where a single blade grid consists of 266,886 nodes and 1,511,326
tetrahedra. The blade grid also has approximately 11 layers in the boundary layer mesh,
for a total of 121,235 nodes in this region. Each rotor blade has 9,695 surface nodes and
19,386 surface triangles. Therefore, the overset grid has a total of 2,738,814 nodes, due to
the addition of four blade grids to the fuselage grid.
All of the cases in this section were computed using the fully turbulent RANS equations
loosely coupled with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. The viscous spacing was
specified in such a way that y+ < 1 over the entire fuselage. The rotor-off and actuator disk
computations utilized the incompressible flow option and the overset computation was
run with compressible flow. An additional blade element actuator disk computation was
performed with the compressible flow option for comparison. The source density for the
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actuator disk computations was 200 radial by 720 azimuthal. This distribution was found
to be sufficient to obtain source independence on this grid.
Since the blade element disk loading is theoretically the most accurate steady-state rotor
model used in this evaluation, the blade element loading was evaluated on an initial grid to
obtain the streamlines for the precise rotor wake refinement. However, it was discovered
that the resulting disk loading exceeded the measured rotor thrust when the experimental
pitch settings were utilized. The initial blade element computation resulted in a thrust
coefficient of CT = 0.0102, which is 60% larger than the experimental value. This implied
that an important aspect of the experimental geometry is not being adequately modeled in
the computational technique or that there is error in the experimental value.
Table 10 shows a comparison of the pitch controls obtained by other researchers for
the same condition. (Note: The collective values are given at the zero blade station in
this table, but are typically given in the references at the 75% station. This results in
a 6◦ increase in collective.) The computational techniques consistently predict a lower
collective pitch angle to achieve the same thrust, which indicates that better modeling
could be achieved. However, the other experimental values are also lower, indicating that
error in the experimental collective setting may also be to blame. Since a trim routine
has not been implemented in the current study, the pitch settings from the unstrucutred
method of Park et al. [76] were utilized. The actuator disk pitch setting at any radial station
is given by the following equation:
θ = 12.5 − 8
r
R
+ 2.2 cosψ − 2.0 sinψ (65)
The overset computations typically predict a lower thrust than the actuator disk, so the
collective pitch was increased to 12.8◦ for the overset case. The blade element model was
based on the following equations for the lift and drag coefficients.
C` = 6.0α
Cd = −0.02 + 2.0α2
(66)
The maximum and minimum lift values were set to 1.5 and -1.5, respectively. The drag
was limited to a minimum value of 0.009 and capped at 1.5. With these limits, the lift and
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drag coefficients are fully determined for all angles of attack as described in Chapter III.








Mineck & Gorton [31] Experiment 16.3 2.7 -2.4
Elliott, Althoff,
& Sailey [19] Experiment 15.37 1.11 -3.23
Ghee & Elliott [30] Experiment 12.55 1.39 -1.99
Ghee & Elliott [30] Free Wake 13.87 3.33 -0.75
Chaffin & Berry [50]
Navier-Stokes
Actuator Disk 13.18 2.21 -2.43
Tadghighi [55]
Navier-Stokes













A series of steady-state computations were performed to examine the actuator disk
loading models. All of the loading models were run using the incompressible flow option.
Incompressible flow was found to be a permissible with the actuator disk rotor model,
since the actuator disk indirectly accounts for tip velocities. The first computation did not
utilize an actuator disk and represents the flow effect due to the freestream alone. The
actuator disk computations were performed with the uniform, linear, and blade element
loading models. An additional computation was also performed using the blade element
loading and the compressible flow option for comparison.
Pressure coefficient contours in the Y = 0 plane are shown for all five cases in Figure
67. The stagnation region over the lower portion of the rotor shaft is not visible in this
slice because the rotor shaft is offset to the right of the model centerline. The rotor-off
solution in (a) is clearly different from the actuator disk computations and does not show
the high pressure region under the rotor. However, the rotor-off computation does show a
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clear influence of the rotor shaft and fuselage strut on the model surface pressure, which
is reflected in the surface pressure distributions. In the vicinity of the fuselage upper
extrusion (0.5 < X < 1), the flow accelerates and the pressure contour lines do not show the
smooth transition over the extrusion that would be expected if the shaft was not modeled.
A stagnation region is also generated under the fuselage due to the presence of the fuselage
strut. The influence of the tunnel mounting has a clear influence on the fuselage surface
pressures, which is particularly important when trying to correlate model forces with a
full-scale geometry.
The rotor models in (b) - (e) all show the typical high pressure region under the rotor
disk. The linear, (c), and compressible blade element, (e), results show a high degree of
similarity in their contour levels over the forward portion of the geometry. Similarity also
exists between the uniform, (b), and incompressible blade element (d) results over the nose
region of the model. All of the models result in slightly features over the aft portion of
the model. The uniform and both blade element models appear to show similar contours
in the 0.2 to 0.3 level range, but the linear model shows the higher pressure region at the
rear blade tip seen with the more-accurate blade element models. Compressibility seems
to predominantly affect the smoothness of the contours, but overall the two blade element
cases behave similarly.
Comparing the pressure coefficient contours in the fuselage symmetry plane shows
many similar features, but the similarities are not as prevalent when comparing the models
at a fuselage cross-section. Figure 68 shows the contours of the X component of vorticity
at X = 1.35. The influence of the rotor shaft is seen above the fuselage by pairs of positive
and negative vorticity that appear at Z = 0.3 and Z = 0.75 in Figure 68(a). These vortex
pairs from the shaft are also present in the actuator disk simulations, but the higher pair
is pulled downward toward the fuselage as a result of the rotor induced downwash.
The fuselage strut is also observed to generate a pair of vortices beneath the fuselage,
which are elongated downward when a rotor model is present. All of the rotor models
show a strong tip vortex roll-up on the advancing (Y > 0) and retreating (Y < 0) sides
of the fuselage, which is generated via the pseudo-lifting surface (pseudo-wing) effect of
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the actuator disk. The blade element loading is very different from the simple loading
models in that it has a high degree of asymmetry. The blade element prediction captures
many of the similar characteristics of the nonuniform model simulation that was applied
to the Dauphin configuration, but in the reverse sense, since the rotors rotate in opposite
directions. When run with the compressible flow option turned on, the vorticity is found to
diffuse quicker leading to reduced feature resolution. The increased diffusion effect can be
primarily attributed to the disparity of the eigenvalues for low-Mach number compressible
flows, as detailed by [95]. For low speed compressible flows the maximum eigenvalue tends
toward the speed of sound and the minimum eigenvalue goes to zero. Since the stiffness of
the system is proportional to the ratio of the eigenvalues, the stiffness tends toward infinity
as the Mach number goes to zero and the solution scheme breaks down. Through the use
of an artificial speed of sound, the incompressible formulation reduces the disparity of the
eigenvalues and reduces the stiffness of the resulting system of equations.
Examining the rotor downwash provides further insight into the effects of each model.
The w component of velocity at tail center plane (Z = 0.04) is shown in Figure 69 for the
five steady-state cases. A small amount of asymmetry is present in the rotor-off case, since
the model was yawed 1.2◦ with respect to the flow. The uniform loading creates a larger
downwash near the centerline (Y = 0) of the fuselage than the linear model, since the
uniform model has a larger disk loading over the center of the disk. The effect of the yawed
flow is not as obvious when the rotor is on because the rotor induced velocity has a larger
influence on the flow. The blade element model shows that neither of the simple models is
doing a good job of modeling the downwash velocity away from the fuselage centerline.
The blade element model shows a much larger downwash effect on the advancing blade
side than the retreating blade side. An upwash is present for all of the models outside of
the rotor wake as a result of the tip vortex roll-up. The two blade element models show
noticeable differences in the downwash velocity due to the reduced diffusion of the wake
vorticity observed when the incompressible flow option is on.
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(a) No Rotor (b) Uniform Loading
(c) Linear Loading (d) Incompressible Blade Element
(e) Compressible Blade Element
Figure 67: ROBIN Cp contours at Y = 0 with various actuator disk loadings.
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(a) No Rotor (b) Uniform Loading
(c) Linear Loading (d) Incompressible Blade Element
(e) Compressible Blade Element
Figure 68: ROBIN ωx contours at X = 1.35 with various actuator disk loadings.
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(a) No Rotor (b) Uniform Loading
(c) Linear Loading (d) Incompressible Blade Element
(e) Compressible Blade Element




Unsteady computations were computed for the ROBIN configuration using overset
rotor blade grids. The actuator blade model was not utilized in this investigation, since it
was observed to require larger computation times than the higher fidelity overset method
[77]. The overset method was run with the compressible option of FUN3D, since the rotor
tip velocity is directly modeled by this approach. The tip Mach number for the advancing
blade was 0.6 in the ROBIN experiment, which is well into the compressible flow regime.
The time step for this computation was equivalent to one degree of rotor revolution per
iteration. During each time step 15 sub-iterations were performed to reduce the temporal
error.
The most obvious advantage of an unsteady computation is that a realistic unsteady
wake is obtained. Rotor wake visualizations are shown in Figure 70 and Figure 71 for the
overset computation after four rotor revolutions. (Note: the rotor blades rotate counter-
clockwise when viewed from above.) These figures are plotted using the Q criteria to
remove the the influence of random vorticity associated with turbulent flow. A distinct tip
vortex is observed trailing behind each of the rotor blades. The tip vortex trailing behind
the blades at ψ = 0◦ and ψ = 90◦ rolls up into trailing vortices that propagate downstream
from the advancing and retreating tips of the rotor disk. This tip vortex roll-up occurs in
forward flight and is analogous to the tip vortices generated by fixed wing aircraft, since
the rotor disk can be thought of as a circular wing, which generates trailing vortices at its
tips. Three blade tip vortices are seen in the third quadrant (ψ = 180◦ to 270◦) of Figure
71. The oldest of these is observed to interact with the root vortex of the blades at ψ = 90◦
and ψ = 180◦ to generate a root vortex roll-up on the right side of the fuselage. In Figure
70, the two older vortices in the third quadrant appear to have been split into two by the
blade at ψ = 270◦. Another root vortex can also be seen propagating over the tail of the
configuration.
The unsteady nature of the rotor wake naturally leads to variations in the fuselage
surface pressures. Surfaces pressures are shown on the advancing blade side of the fuselage
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Figure 70: ROBIN rotor wake visualization with overset rotor blades (Q = 0.001).
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Figure 71: ROBIN rotor wake visualization with overset rotor blades, top view (Q = 0.001).
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in 6◦ increments in Figures 72, 73, and 74. The blade passage effect is clearly demonstrated
when the blade passes over the fuselage. As the blade moves away from the fuselage the
high pressure regions on the top of the fuselage diminish. Fromψ= 30◦ to 54◦ the download
on the fuselage is at its minimum, since the blades are not directly over the fuselage. At
ψ = 60◦ the blade root begins to pass over the fuselage causing the pressure over the nose
and tail of the configuration to gradually increase until the maximum download at 90◦ is
achieved.
The ROBIN configuration was instrumented with 11 pressure transducers to measure
the unsteady static pressure along the upper centerline of the model. The time histories
of the computed pressures at these 11 locations are shown in Figures 75 through 80.
Conversations with Dr. Mineck (the first author of the test report) indicated that a 28
degree correction should be applied to the experimental data to account for a lag between
the azimuthal measurement of the blade position and when the pressure was recorded.
Application of this correction leads to an significantly improved correlation between the
phase of the CFD computation and experimental data. Analytical theory also agrees with
this correction; the pressure should be a maximum when the blade passes overhead, but
the uncorrected experimental data indicates that the pressure is at a minimum at this
point. Since the flow is periodic, a Fourier analysis of the unsteady pressures has also been
performed.
The first two measurement locations, shown in Figure 75, were on the nose of the
model at X = 0.052 and X = 0.096. The phase and amplitude of the computation and
experiment are in good agreement, but the CFD overpredicts the steady component of
the static pressure at both locations, indicating that the pitch of the blade at ψ = 180◦ is
too high. The probable cause of this overprediction is the uncertainty of the blade pitch
setting described in the beginning of Section 6.2. The computation at X = 0.201 (Figure
76(a)) shows a similar behavior to the first two locations. At X = 0.256 (Figure 76(b)), the
computation is in good agreement with the experiment in all aspects for the first peak, but
the subsequent peaks have lower maximums, causing the computation to primarily over
predict the 4/rev component in the Fourier analysis.
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Computed surface pressures over the nacelle region are found to be in poor agreement
with the experiment. The nacelle results are shown in Figure 77 for the region forward
of the rotor hub and in Figure 78 for the region aft of the hub. The inability to model
the experimental geometry between the blade root and the hub is the most likely reason
for the disagreement in this region. The tail pressures show the best agreement between
the computation and the experiment as seen in Figure 79 and Figure 80. The two stations
closest to the blade tip, X = 1.368 and X = 1.556, show particularly good correlation. An
interesting aspect of the CFD result is highlighted by the Fourier analysis; the computation
has virtually no periodic content other than multiples of 4/rev. The multiples of 3/rev and
5/rev are typically associated with vibrations. The fact that the experiment has some of this
additional content is an indication that the rigid body assumption has filtered out some of
the physics of the system.
6.2.3 Model Comparison
The modified pressure coefficient is plotted along the upper centerline of the ROBIN in
Figure 81. No steady pressure taps were available on the model centerline, so the steady
experimental values immediately to the left and right of the centerline have been shown
for comparison. There is not a large difference between the various rotor models, which is
consistent with the Cp contours shown in Figure 67. All of the rotor cases predict an increase
in pressure over the length of the fuselage when the rotor is present. There is generally
good agreement between the the computations and the experiment, but the prediction at
X = 1.0 is larger by approximately ∆C∗p = 0.004. This reenforces the earlier statement that
better modeling is required in the rotor hub region. The overset computation predicts a
lower pressure than the actuator disk models over the tail, which is in good agreement
with the averaged experimental pressure measurements. Due to the small influence of the
rotor at µ = 0.151 on the fuselage side pressures, the pressure coefficients at the fuselage
cross-sections have not been shown. The free stream effect is the dominant influence over
the sides of the configuration and has already been shown to be well predicted by the CFD
computations in Chapter V.
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Figure 72: ROBIN unsteady surface Cp for ψ = 6◦ to 30◦.
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Figure 73: ROBIN unsteady surface Cp for ψ = 36◦ to 60◦.
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Figure 74: ROBIN unsteady surface Cp for ψ = 66◦ to 90◦.
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(a) X = 0.052
(b) X = 0.096
(c) Fourier Analysis
Figure 75: ROBIN unsteady surface Cp at X = 0.052 and X = 0.096.
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(a) X = 0.201
(b) X = 0.256
(c) Fourier Analysis
Figure 76: ROBIN unsteady surface Cp at X = 0.201 and X = 0.256.
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(a) X = 0.467
(b) X = 0.600
(c) Fourier Analysis
Figure 77: ROBIN unsteady surface Cp at X = 0.467 and X = 0.600.
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(a) X = 0.896
(b) X = 1.001
(c) Fourier Analysis
Figure 78: ROBIN unsteady surface Cp at X = 0.896 and X = 1.001.
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(a) X = 1.180
(b) X = 1.368
(c) Fourier Analysis
Figure 79: ROBIN unsteady surface Cp at X = 1.180 and X = 1.368.
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(a) X = 1.556
(b) Fourier Analysis
Figure 80: ROBIN unsteady surface Cp at X = 1.556.
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Figure 81: ROBIN centerline Cp comparison with various rotor models.
Comparisons of the rotor wake are shown using vorticity iso-surfaces for all of the
cases in Figure 82 and the corresponding top views are shown in Figure 83. The Q
criteria did not represent the vortex sheet of the actuator disk models satisfactorily, so
the traditional vorticity-based visualization was utilized. The incompressible vorticity has
been normalized by the speed of sound to plot all of the models on the same scale. The
figures look very similar with the exception of the rotor-off case. The actuator disk based
approaches all show a ring at the tip of the disk. If a smaller contour level had been utilized
more of the vortex sheet structure would be visible. The uniform model has a strong root
vortex that forms at the cutout, but this feature tends to be significantly weaker for the
other models. Vorticity in the plane of the actuator disk is visible for the blade element
models as a result of the nonuniform disk loading. As previously mentioned, the overset
method differs in that an unsteady wake is formed rather than a steady-state one.
A comparison of the fuselage forces for each of the models is shown in Table 11. The
rotor thrust is accurate to the first significant digit, but is found to be under predicted for the
incompressible blade element and overset rotor models. The normal force (Fz) decreases as
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(a) No Rotor (b) Uniform Loading
(c) Linear Loading (d) Incompressible Blade Element
(e) Compressible Blade Element (f) Overset
Figure 82: ROBIN rotor wake visualization with various rotor models (|ω| = 0.50).
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(a) No Rotor (b) Uniform Loading
(c) Linear Loading (d) Incompressible Blade Element
(e) Compressible Blade Element (f) Overset
Figure 83: ROBIN rotor wake visualization with various rotor models, top view (|ω| = 0.50).
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expected when the rotor is present. Due to the increased loading over the central region of
the disk, the uniform actuator disk model predicts the largest down force on the fuselage.
The drag numbers (Fx) are in good agreement for all of the models, which indicates that
much of the drag is due the freestream flow. The force history was only recorded for the
rotor blades during the overset computation, so the viscous fuselage forces are unknown.
To compare with the other computations the fuselage surface pressures were integrated
from the animation files for the overset case, but as a result the drag is significantly under
predicted. A nose down pitching moment (My) is predicted for each of the cases. The
presence of the rotor consistently increases the nose down moment. The two simple
models appear to overpredict the nose down moment when compared to the other models,
indicating that the fore and aft symmetry of the blade loads is a poor representation. The
blade element models indicate that the nose left yawing moment (Mz) increases as a result
of the rotor. However, the blade element method predicts that the nose left yawing moment
decreases by roughly 50%.
A summary of the computational runtime for all of the cases is shown in Table 12. The





The uniform and linear blade element actuator disk models were run with an executable
that was compiled with some additional optimizations, so they required the shortest scaled
time. If run with the same executable as the other cases, these two models would be
expected to require a slightly increased cost over the rotor off case. The incompressible blade
element method incurs a 7.6% increase in cost over the rotor-off baseline. The compressible
blade element model requires roughly 46% more time than the incompressible version,
but this increase in cost is primarily attributed to the additional cost of solving the energy
equation. The overset case is obviously the most costly of the models, since higher fidelity
simulations require greater costs. The scaled time for the overset case was found to be 25
times more than the scaled time for the compressible blade element. This cost is due to
a combination of the overset interpolations and the time-accurate algorithm. It should be
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noted that the DCI files were precomputed for this case, since prescribed motions were
being utilized. If the DCI file was dynamically recomputed after each iteration, the cost
of the overset computation would have been even higher, since the flow solver would
pause after each iteration to wait for a new DCI file to be generated. SUGGAR required
approximately three minutes to compute a DCI file and can only be run on a single processor
(i.e. the code is not parallelized). Therefore, if the DCI files had not been precomputed,
the overset computation would have taken approximately 72 hours longer (3 minutes x
1440 iterations). The importance of parallel computing is also observed for these cases.
The overset computation required 155.7 hours on 72 processors, but would have required
approximately 467 days if run on a single CPU.
Table 11: ROBIN Force & Moment Comparison
Computational Rotor Fuselage
Technique CTx100 CFzx100 CFxx100 CMyx100 CMzx100
No Rotor N/A 1.219 1.028 -0.375 0.521
Uniform Actuator Disk 0.643 -0.164 1.083 -0.780 0.405
Linear Actuator Disk 0.643 0.418 1.117 -0.688 0.445
Incompressible Blade Element 0.571 0.139 1.003 -0.561 0.809
Compressible Blade Element 0.625 0.271 1.140 -0.557 0.555
Overset (Average) 0.601 0.579+ 0.009+ -0.556+ 0.289+
+ Fuselage forces based on integrated surface pressure
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No Rotor 1.925 64 1000 0.2653
Uniform
Actuator Disk 1.787 64 1000 0.2463
+
Linear









3.013 64 1000 0.4155
Overset One
Revolution 38.91 72 360 10.23

Overset Full
Computation 155.7 72 1440 10.23

+ FUN3D compiled with additional optimizations





Three rotor models offering varying degrees of fidelity have been implemented into
an unstructured RANS flow solver. A steady-state actuator disk model enables the solver
to perform rapid rotor computations, which are useful for quasi-steady performance esti-
mates. An unsteady actuator blade model maintains the simplicity of the actuator disk,
but enables time-varying flow effects to be investigated. A variety of blade loading mod-
els have also been incorporated for both the actuator disk and actuator blade methods to
evaluate the influence of rotor loading on the resulting rotor-fuselage aerodynamics. An
overset rotor blade model enables a first-principles-based computation of the rotor aero-
dynamics, as well as a basis for evaluation of the simplified models. These three models
enable rotorcraft designers to select the most appropriate model for the level of physical
accuracy desired.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the present study:
• An actuator disk, actuator blade, and overset blade technique has been incorporated
into an unstructured solver. Results have been shown to compare well with structured
methods and the grid generation times have been substantially reduced.
• An improved source-based actuator disk method has been developed and tested.
This improvement permits the same fuselage grid to be utilized for a suite of flight
conditions without the need to regenerate the grid. The grid generation process is
also simplified by the current method, since the actuator disk does not need to be
incorporated into the computational grid.
• Within the source-based actuator disk model it is important to account for the effects
of blade flap and drag. A source-based actuator disk model can account for the drag
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force in a robust manner, which is not true for the pressure jump approach.
• An unsteady actuator blade model has been developed, which permits the compu-
tation of unsteady rotor aerodynamics without the need to model the actual rotor
blades. The actuator blade model has an advantage over actual blade modeling,
since compressibility can be accounted for indirectly, allowing the incompressible
equations to be solved in low-speed conditions. When compared to unsteady actu-
ator disk methods, the actuator blade model holds promise of more accurate results
for compound rotor and high solidity rotor problems, as it models the entire blade
chord, rather than relying on a lifting-line approach.
• The incompressible flow equations reduce the tip vortex diffusion, enabling the
preservation of the rotor wake better than compressible methods. The disparity of
the eigenvalues for low Mach number flows is the primary reason for this behavior.
• The incompressible scheme is found to require 2/3 the effort of the compressible
scheme per iteration. Unsteady computations increase the required computational
effort by an order of magnitude and were observed to take 25 times longer than the
steady compressible scheme for a single iteration.
• The uniform and linear actuator disk loading do not provide satisfactory results in
forward flight due to the lack of asymmetry in the disk loading. The linear model
model can produce reasonable hover predictions, since it accounts for the increased
blade tip loads.
• The blade element model obtains good predictions of the time-averaged rotor behav-
ior in regions where the tip vortex propagates away from the disk. Poor correlations
may be obtained over the forward portion of the disk in forward flight if there is
interaction between the rotor wake and the blades.
7.2 Recommendations
The following recommendations are offered to extend the present work:
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• Development of a trim routine is the logical next step in this work. Although pre-
scribed motions worked well for the GIT configuration, they were unsatisfactory in
the ROBIN investigation.
• There is a level of detail between the linear disk loading and blade element method
that can be further explored. A method that accounts for the asymmetry of forward
flight could potentially increase accuracy while retaining the benefit of being a simple
model.
• Addition of multiple degree-of-freedom capability would allow for more complex
blade motions. This capability would also allow the overset implementation to
be used with a wider array of applications such as store separation, which is also
important to the rotorcraft community.
• To examine vibratory loads and unsteady aeroelastic phenomena for complete ro-
torcraft, the present method can be coupled with a comprehensive analysis code to
provide elastic rotor evaluations. The UH-60 Airloads Workshop has shown signifi-
cant improvement in airloads predictions when coupling CFD with a comprehensive
code [83].
• Unstructured grid adaptation was not explored in this work, but is certainly an im-
portant prospect to improve wake simulations while minimizing computational grid
increases. The adjoint-based adaptation in FUN3D could be especially beneficial in
capturing the vortex wake structure of the rotor. Feature-based adaptation techniques
have also shown improved wake capturing ability, but can substantially increase the
grid size after a few levels of adaptation.
• The actuator blade model should be further explored. Since the blades are not
directly modeled, the actuator blade method can utilize the incompressible equations,
which provides a substantial savings over solving the compressible equations. An
improved search algorithm for associating the sources with grid nodes may help to
reduce the cost of the computation. The chord-wise loading algorithm, as well as
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the introduction of tip corrections, should be further developed to see if improved
correlation with experiments can be obtained.
• Improvements to the computation of the grid connectivity for dynamic overset com-
putations is another area for improvement. In particular parallelization of the grid
assembly would enable quicker updates and avoid the bottleneck generated when
the parallel flow solver waits on the sequential grid assembly program.
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